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IMPORTANT REMARKS
1 – VIPPLUS Battery
If the VIPPLUS is not used for more than one day, DISCONNECT the pump/battery
submersible cable from the VIPPLUS top cover connector to avoid unwanted battery
drain that may damage the battery pack

2 -VIPPLUS interfacing the OCEAN SEVEN 316Plus multi-parameter CTD
a) Whenever the OS3xx CTD is connected to the VIPPlus, make sure that the OS3xx CTD magnetic
switch is properly positioned. The arm of the magnetic switch must be positioned over the red
mark present on the OS3xx CTD top cover. Moreover, make sure you have first positioned the
OS3xx CTD switch to the ON position and then switch on the VIPPlus.
b) Communication between the VIPPlus and the OS3xx CTD rely on information configured in the
VIPPlus which describes the OS3xx CTD. In case the OS3xx CTD configuration is modified, make
sure you have modified the VIPPlus configuration accordingly.

3 –REFERENCE ELECTRODE
Always dismount the reference electrode from the measuring cell and store it with the hydrating
cap installed and filled with the KCl solution provided in the accessory box
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Copyright statement
Copyright IDRONAUT S.r.l.
OCEAN SEVEN and IDRONAUT are registered trademarks of IDRONAUT S.r.l. All rights
reserved. This document may not, in whole or in part, be copied, photocopied, reproduced,
translated, or reduced to any electronic medium or machine-readable form without prior consent
in writing from IDRONAUT S.r.l.
About this manual
This manual will serve as a guide to you when you use the Voltammetric In-situ Profiling.
• Use it to understand the purpose of each of the VIPPlus components and functions.
• It will help you to understand the VIPPlus behaviour.
• It will guide you through the probe capabilities.
• It will serve you as a reference when some problems arise when using the probe.
How to use this manual
The following topics are covered by this manual:
Section 1
Section 2
Section 3
Section 4
Section 5
Section 6
Section 7
Section 8
Section 9
Section 10
Section 8
Section 11
Section 12

VIPPlus installation and start-up operations.
VIPPlus description.
VIPPlus electrodes description
VIPPlus Verbose mode operating mode
VIPPlus Windows management software
Electrochemical techniques
Setup of the VIPPlus
Hg-plated working electrode
Laboratory measurements
In-Situ measurements
Troubleshooting
IDRONAUT Windows Terminal Emulation Programme.
Troubleshooting

Getting started
To better understand the VIPPlus capabilities and behaviour, we suggest that the reader should
go through sections 2 and 1. These allow the user to get into touch with the VIPPlus and its
accessories. It is necessary to also read sections 4,5,6,8 and section 9 before starting to operate
with the VIPPlus. The remaining sections could be consulted when needed. Moreover, in case the
VIPPlus is equipped with external sensors/probes, deck units, useful information can be found in
their dedicated Operator’s Manuals.
IDRONAUT Documentation pertaining the VIPPlus
The following documents are available in the “Literature & Manual” folder on the CD-ROM
distributed with the VIPPlus.
▪
▪
▪

OCEAN SEVEN Probes Data Transmission Protocol Description
OCEAN SEVEN 316Plus Operator’s Manual
Telemetry Deck Unit Operator’s & Installation manual.

Software updates and technical support
Please visit our web site download area for software updates and technical support:
http://www.idronaut.it
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Warranty
The VIPPlus is covered by a one-year limited warranty that extends to all parts and labours and
covers any malfunction that is due to poor workmanship or due to errors in the manufacturing
process. The warranty does not cover shortcomings that are due to the design, nor does it cover
any form of consequential damage because of errors in the measurements. If there is a problem
with your VIPPlus, first try to identify the problem by following the procedure outlined in the
troubleshooting section of this manual. Please contact your representative or IDRONAUT S.r.l. if
the problem is identified as a hardware problem or if you need additional help in identifying the
problem. Please make sure to contact IDRONAUT S.r.l. to obtain the relevant instructions before
the VIPPlus or any module is returned to IDRONAUT (see cleaning instructions).
For systems under warranty, IDRONAUT S.r.l. will attempt to ship replacement parts before the
malfunctioning part is returned. We encourage you to contact us immediately if a problem is
detected and we will do our best to minimize the downtime. Every effort has been made to ensure
the accuracy of this manual. However, IDRONAUT S.r.l. makes no warranties with respect to this
documentation and disclaims any implied warranties of merchantability and fitness for a
particular purpose. IDRONAUT S.r.l. shall not be liable for any errors or for incidental or
consequential damages in connection with the furnishing, performance or use of this manual or
the examples herein. The information in this document is subject to change without notice.
Cleaning instructions
Before the returned VIPPlus can be serviced, equipment exposed to biological, radioactive, or
toxic materials must be cleaned and disinfected. Biological contamination is presumed for any
instrument, probe, or other device that has been used with wastewater. Radioactive
contamination is presumed for any instrument, probe or other device that has been used near any
radioactive source. If a VIPPlus, or other part is returned for service without following the
cleaning instructions, and if in our opinion it represents a potential biological or radioactive
hazard, our service personnel reserve the right to withhold service until appropriate cleaning,
decontamination has been completed.
When service is required, either at the user's facility or at IDRONAUT, the following steps must
be taken to insure the safety of our service personnel.







In a manner appropriate to each device, decontaminate all exposed surfaces, including
any containers. 70% isopropyl alcohol or a solution of 1/4 cup bleach to 1-gallon tap water
are suitable for most disinfecting. Instruments used with wastewater may be disinfected
with 5% Lysol if this is more convenient to the user.
The user shall take normal precautions to prevent radioactive contamination and must
use appropriate decontamination procedures should exposure occur. If exposure has
occurred, the customer must certify that decontamination has been accomplished and
that no radioactivity is detectable by survey equipment.
Any product being returned to the IDRONAUT S.R.L. Laboratory for service or repair
should be packed securely to prevent damage.
Cleaning must be completed on any product before returning it to IDRONAUT S.R.L.

Disposal of Waste Equipment by Users in the European Union
The recycling bin symbol on the product or on its packaging indicates that this product must not
be disposed of with your other waste. It is your responsibility to dispose of your waste equipment
by handling it over to a designated collection point for the recycling of waste electrical and
electronic equipment. The separate collection and recycling of your waste equipment at the time
of disposal will help to conserve natural resources and ensure that it is recycled in a manner that
protects human health and the environment. For more information about where you can drop off
your waste equipment for recycling, please contact your local city office, your waste disposal
service.
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PART I: INSTALLATION

Copyright @ 1982 – 2015 Idronaut S.r.l. All rights reserved.
OCEAN SEVEN and Idronaut are registered trademarks of Idronaut S.r.l.
Other products and services mentioned in this document are identified by the trademarks or service marks of their respective
companies or organizations. No part of this publication, or any software included with it, may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval
system, or transmitted in any form or by any means, including photocopying, electronic, mechanical, recording or otherwise, without
the prior written permission of the copyright holder. Idronaut S.r.l. provides this document as is without warranty of any kind either
expressed or implied including, but not limited to, the implied warranties of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose.
Idronaut S.r.l. may make changes of improvements in the equipment, software, firmware, or specifications described in this document
at any time and without notice. These changes may be incorporated in new releases of this document. This document may contain
technical inaccuracies or typographical errors. Idronaut S.r.l. waives responsibility of any labour, materials, or costs incurred by any
person or party as a result of using this document. Idronaut S.r.l. shall not be liable for any damages (including, but not limited to,
consequential, indirect or incidental, special damages, or loss of profits or data) even if they were foreseeable and Idronaut S.r.l. has
been informed of their potential occurrence arising out of or in connection with this document or its use.
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1

INSTALLATION OF THE VIPPLUS

1.1

PLACEMENT
The VIPPlus can be used either in the laboratory, in the field or for in situ measurements. The
VIPPlus should always be held in vertical position when working. The use of a titanium cage is
recommended to hold the VIPPlus in the laboratory and to protect it whenever it is deployed in
the water column.

1.2

POWER REQUIREMENTS
The VIPPlus can be powered by different sources, depending on user’s needs. If the telemetry
interface is used, the VIPPlus will be powered by the surface portable deck unit. The surface
portable deck unit is itself powered by an external power source (100, 110 or 220V AC, 50/60Hz)
or by its internal battery (12V-6.5 A/h) allowing about 20 hours of continuous operation.
If the RS232C serial interface is used directly, the VIPPlus is powered with an external battery
(12V suitable 6.5A/h for about 20 hours of continuous operation) in alternative a submersible
battery pack can be used.
All the VIPPlus components are configured for the voltage and frequency of the operator’s
location.

1.3

COMPUTER REQUIREMENTS
All the management software and the Windows VIPPlus management software are running on
any Windows compatible Personal Computer equipped with a mouse.

1.3.1 Installing Windows VIPPLUS Software
Run the setup from the distribution CD-ROM and follow the on-screen instructions.
1.4

CONNECTIONS
Different kinds of customized connections are possible, depending on the peripheral interfaced
through the VIPPlus. Therefore, please refer to the connection diagrams which are included in
the last-minute system documentation.
Hereinafter, we refer to a standard VIPPlus. On the VIPPlus upper flange (Figure 1-1), there are
up to three underwater connectors:
• two-pole connector telemetry and power supply (OPTIONAL)
• six-pole connector RS232C and power supply
• six-pole connector to interface the optional Ocean Seven 316Plus Probe
• six-pole connector to interface the submersible battery pack and single/double peristaltic
pump
The six-pole connectors have the same shape; to prevent any confusion, please refer to the label
on the VIPPlus body or refer to the annexed documentations.
When telemetry interface is used, the cable with the two-pole female connector is plugged on the
VIPPlus head with the other end plugged on the surface portable deck unit at the VIPPlus input
connector.
When the interface RS232C is used, the appropriate cable with the six-pole female connector is
plugged on the head VIPPlus with one of its other ends plugged in the serial COM port of the PC
while the remaining one goes to mains supply AC/DC adapter or to the surface battery pack
connector.
Also located on this VIPPlus head is a magnetically activated power ON/OFF switch needed to
operate the VIPPlus through the RS232C interface.
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Depending on the mechanical release of the VIPPlus there are two kinds of magnetic switch: a
magnetic pin which is activated when the magnet provided is screwed in the specially designed
hole; a rotary magnetic switch which is activated when the rotary switch arm is positioned on the
red dot.

Figure 1-1: Top view of VIPPlus upper flange.
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Copyright @ 1982 – 2015 Idronaut S.r.l. All rights reserved.
OCEAN SEVEN and Idronaut are registered trademarks of Idronaut S.r.l.
Other products and services mentioned in this document are identified by the trademarks or service marks of their respective
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person or party as a result of using this document. Idronaut S.r.l. shall not be liable for any damages (including, but not limited to,
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been informed of their potential occurrence arising out of or in connection with this document or its use.
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2

THE VIPPLUS
This is the Operator’s Manual for the Voltammetric In Situ Profiling (VIPPlus). A schematic
diagram of the VIPPlus is shown in Figure 2-1a and b. It consists of: a submersible VIPPlus, an
IDRONAUT OCEAN SEVEN 316Plus multi-parameter CTD (optional), a surface portable
telemetry deck unit and a Windows Personal Computer running the VIPPlus management
program. The figure (a) shows a VIPPlus operating only in real time not provided with a
submersible battery pack and self-recording capabilities. This VIPPlus is not suitable to carry out
monitoring. The figure (b) shows a VIPPlus provided with a submersible battery pack mandatory
to carry out monitoring. The telemetry deck unit is optional and for deployment cable up to
200m long can be avoided by using a special RS232C cable.

Figure 2-1a: Schematic diagram of the whole VIPPlus – Real time version

Figure 2-1b: Schematic diagram of the whole VIPPlus - Real time & monitoring version
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2.1

SUBMERSIBLE VIPPLUS
The submersible VIPPlus comprises distinct specific modules (Figure 2-1 a,b): an electronic
VIPPlus housing (upper part), a pressure compensated flow-through voltammetric cell, a
pressure case base (lower part) incorporating the sampling submersible peristaltic pump (real
time only version) a pressure case incorporating the sampling submersible peristaltic pump and
a rechargeable battery pack: 12VDC @ 5Ah NiMh (self-recording and real-time only).

2.1.1 Electronic housing
The electronic housing is composed of acetylic copolymer (POM) tube and flanges with
o-ring seals. This housing withstands pressure up to 150 bars (i.e. 1500 meters depth). The
connectors are located on the upper flange. The lower flange holds the cell assembly. The
electronic housing contains all the hardware and firmware necessary to manage:
i)
ii)

The voltammetric measurements
The interfacing of the OS316Plus (optional; via RS232C interface) and the submersible
pump.
iii) The data transfer by telemetry and/or RS232C.
iv) The interfacing of the single or double peristaltic pump unit

2.1.2 Measurement cell
The flow-through voltammetric cell of the submersible VIPPlus is based on a three-electrode
system. It has been specifically designed for in situ measurements based on the following criteria:
•

•
•
•

Positioning of the three electrodes in order to: i) prevent the products formed at the
reference and counter electrode to interfere at the working electrode, ii) minimize the
attachment on the working electrode tip of gas micro-bubbles formed by temperature
changes, iii) minimize electrical resistance thanks to very short distances between the
different electrodes.
Robustness.
Possibility of maintenance and/or replacement of the working, reference and counter
electrodes in field conditions.
Pressure compensation.

The flow-through voltammetric cell consists of two specific parts (Figure 2-2): a flow-through cell
and a protective housing which protect the three electrodes from the water.
The three-electrode are screwed-in the flow-through cell, a double O-ring guarantee the water
tightness. The electrodes are described in section 3.
The flow-through voltammetric cell is inserted in the VIPPlus Bottom flange and kept in position by Orings. The water tightness is ensured by O-ring seals inserted between the flow-through cell parts.
The submersible peristaltic pump can be mechanically assembled to the electronic housing via two
titanium rods or assembled in a separate submersible housing and mechanically joined to the VIPPlus
housing (see above picture 2.1a, 2.1b).
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Figure 2-2: VIPPlus flow-through voltammetric cell with three electrode mounted.
2.1.3 Submersible pump
The submersible pump is a specially built peristaltic pump fixed at the bottom of the pressure
case base or joined laterally to the VIPPlus electronic housing.
The motor pump is located in housing similar to that used for the VIPPlus electronics. The
peristaltic pump head and the motor pump are linked together through a rotating axis. These
mechanical linking parts have been carefully manufactured to ensure water tightness and proper
functioning of the submersible pump down to 500 m without the requirement of an oil immersion
system. The fittings used for sampling are standard 1/4" 28 thread fittings made of inert, metal
free Teflon materials. The tubing used for the fluidic system is in Teflon or Tygon.
2.2

SURFACE PORTABLE DECK UNIT (OPTIONAL)
The surface deck unit allows to power and interface, by telemetry, the measuring system with a
Personal Computer. This unit converts serial RS232C type signals (coming from a PC
communication port), into telemetry signals and vice versa. The telemetry signals flow
superimposed on the system-power-supply all along the VIPPlus holding cable. The surface deck
unit contains: a chargeable lead battery, a battery charger, an adjustable power supply device (to
ensure 12V power voltage of the VIPPlus independently of the holding cable length ( 500 m),
and the transceiver used by the telemetry system. The chargeable 12V lead battery allows
autonomy of about 20 hours of continuous operation.

2.3

HARDWARE
The VIPPlus hardware is composed of three boards: digital, telemetry and data acquisition
boards.

2.3.1 Digital board
The system core is represented by the digital board, which is built around a powerful ARM-RISC
32-bit µController. The µController communicates with the external peripheral or electronic
specific function blocks through the system bus and the input/output bus. The acquired data is
stored in a SD flash memory card. The data memory allows the VIPPlus to store up to 2000
voltammograms. The system management firmware is stored in a non volatile flash ROM built
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in the µController. The digital board is completed by a real-time clock calendar (RTC), a wakeup system, the power supply DC/DC converter and three serial interfaces (two of which being
RS232C). The wake-up system and the real-time clock allows the VIPPlus to automatically
perform unattended measurements as a function of a configurable time interval. Between
measurements, the VIPPlus is automatically switched to the Low power consumption mode (less
than 80 µA). The RTC is not provided with a battery thus, before deployment it is mandatory to
set the VIPPlus date and time.
2.3.2 Telemetry board
The telemetry remedy to the limitation of the standard RS232C interface which limits the
connection cable length to 200m. Thus, the OPTIONAL telemetry board allows the VIPPlus to
communicate, via a coaxial cable, with the surface portable deck unit. Hence, profiling in the
water column can be achieved easily by means of a motorized winch system. The telemetry board
uses a QAM modulation to relay information and can endure a transfer rate of 9.6 Kbits per
second over a 2 km oceanographic coaxial cable. The telemetry board is directly controlled by the
digital board.
2.3.3 Analogue boards
Up to three analogue boards (Trace Metal Submersible Modules - TMSM) can be mounted as a
piggy-back on the digital board. The standard VIPPlus has only one analogue board but can be
extended by adding a second or third analogue board.
On the analogue board are present:
i) A 16-bit digital to analogue converter which, via the potentiostat circuitry, generates
the potential imposed to the working electrode in the range ±2048 mV.
ii) A 20-bit 1 MHz analogue to digital converter which, coupled to the working electrode
conditioning circuits, allows the data acquisition during the measurement cycles.
iii) A preamplifier with two current sensitivity scales, automatically selected as a function
of the current intensity, ranging from 1 pA to 150 µA with a resolution of 0.1 pA.
The analogue board is completed with the polarographic electronics circuit “potentiostat”. The
latter allows the VIPPlus to perform Square Wave Anodic Stripping Voltammetry (SWASV) and
Square Wave Cathodic Sweep Voltammetry (SWV) analysis at frequency up to 1 kHz, Chronoamperometry, Linear Sweep Voltammetry (LSV) and Cyclic Voltammetry (CV) (for details see
section 6: Electrochemical Techniques).
2.3.4 Temperature & Pressure board
The VIPPlus can optionally be equipped with an OCEAN SEVEN 307 Temperature and pressure
module. This module allows the acquisition in real time of the VIPPlus deployment depth and of
the water temperature. The T/P module is not needed when the VIPPlus interfaces an external
OCEAN SEVEN 316Plus CTD. The measurement characteristics of the OCEAN SEVEN 307 T/P
module are:

Parameter
Pressure
Temperature

Range
0..500
-2..+45

Accuracy
Resolution
bar
± 0.05 % F.S. 0.002 % F.S.
°C
± 0.003 °C
0.001 °C

The temperature and pressure sensors are installed on the VIPPlus lower flange holding the
measurement cell.
2.4

FIRMWARE AND SOFTWARE
The remote control by the PC on the VIPPlus is achieved by using the VIPPlus software which
consists of two distinct parts: the Windows VIPPlus management software and the VIPPlus
resident firmware.
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Like most up-to-date high technology products, the VIPPlus is equipped with a rewritable
"FLASH" memory. This kind of memory allows the storing of the VIPPlus configuration,
calibration curves of the target elements and resident firmware.
The firmware, stored in the Flash memory, contains the instructions that the VIPPlusus follows
when it is switched ON. The VIPPlus firmware is written in "C" language. It allows the user to
execute the processing operating functions, the data acquisition and the communications with
the Windows VIPPlus management software.
Acquired data is stored in a SD flash memory card. There are two operating modes that can be
used to dialog with the VIPPlus: verbose mode (see section 4) and non-verbose mode (see section
5), the latter is used whenever the VIPPlus Windows Management software is used.
The VIPPlus Windows Management software allows the user to control and configure the
VIPPlus operating parameters and functions such as: electrochemical parameters, data
acquisition, calibration and maintenance operation. Moreover, it allows the manual or automatic
post-processing and graphical presentation of the voltammograms.
2.5

FEATURES
The VIPPlus presents important and unique features for environmental applications; in
particular:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

In situ water column profiling (i.e. no sample collections).
Continuous, real-time monitoring.
Flexibility of operation: spot or autonomous long-term monitoring.
Profiling capability between 0 to 500 meters depth.
Autonomous data analysis (post processing) and transmission.
Light, robust and easy handling system.
Low power consumption.
Novel, long-term reliable gel-integrated array working electrode.
Fouling problems minimized thanks to the novel gel-integrated working electrode.
High sensitivity (detection limit down to 50 pM).
Simultaneous trace elements analysis: i.e. Cu(II), Pb(II), Cd(II), Zn(II) at the ppt level and
Mn(II), Fe(II), S(-II) and O2 at the ppb level. Possible extension to other compounds.
Chemical speciation capability.
Suitable for marine and fresh waters.
Easy combination with CTD, oxygen, pH, Redox, Fluorometer, Turbidity meter sensors.
Data storage in a SD flash memory card for a high data retention and protection.
Electrochemical techniques available:
o Chrono-amperometry
o Linear Sweep Voltammetry (LSV)
o Cyclic Voltammetry (CV)
o Square Wave Voltammetry (SWV)
o Square Wave Anodic Stripping Voltammetry (SWASV)
o Other electrochemical techniques can be readily implemented.
Pre-cleaning step.
Temperature variation effect can be corrected.
Voltammetric signals are independent of the pressure.
Automated measurement and subtraction of the "real" background current.
Multiple experimental runs.
Digital data smoothing by means of the Savitsky-Golay algorithm.
Advanced computer controlled analysis through the VIPPlus Windows management
software.
Automated and manual peak finding routines; Data storage: Binary, Excel, and text
format.
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3

VIPPLUS ELECTRODE
The VIPPlus uses three electrode integrated in the flow through cell to carry out the voltammetric
analysis.
•
•
•

3.1

working electrode
reference electrode
counter electrode

WORKING ELECTRODE

This novel, unique gel-integrated Ir-micro array electrode herewith after indicated as WORKING
ELECTRODE has been specifically developed to be used in the submersible VIPPlus.
The working electrode is Ir-micro array sealed inside a transparent plastic housing provided with
thread and o-ring allowing the screwing and the sealing of the working electrode inside the flow
through cell.
The working electrode (agarose membrane-covered mercury-plated iridium-based electrode
array) is produced under systematic, well controlled steps to ensure high reliability and
sensitivity. The agarose gel membrane minimizes fouling problems as only small ions and
molecules can diffuse through it, whereas colloidal and/or macromolecular materials, which
might adsorb on the sensor surface, are retained (figure 3). It has to be noted that fouling problems
were the main limitation until now of direct voltammetric measurements in complex matrices
and in particular in natural water samples (Buffle et al 1987, Brezonic et al 1976, Sagberg and Lund
1982).
Measurements with these gel-integrated sensors are performed in two successive steps: a)
equilibration of the agarose gel with the test solution (see section 7.4.5) and b) voltammetric
analysis inside the gel.
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Figure 3: Schematic representation of the diffusing species in solution
and in the agarose gel layer.
The key features of this kind of sensor for environmental applications are the following:

i)

The gel protects the electrode surface from fouling by colloidal and/or macromolecular
materials that can be adsorbed on the sensor surface, as it allows only low molecular
weight ions and molecules to diffuse through it. (Figure 3-2). It thus improves the
reliability of the sensor and allows its operation over long periods (typically 1-week
measurements) without renewing of the Hg layer.

ii) The gel protects the electrode from ill-controlled hydrodynamic currents occurring
inside the water column, i.e. the analysis inside the gel is based on well controlled
molecular diffusion.

iii) Ir-array microelectrodes have low ohmic iR drop and reduced double-layer
capacitance; thus, direct voltammetric measurements without added electrolyte can be
performed in freshwater even if the ionic strength is as low as 10 -4M.

iv) High sensitivity can be attained thanks to the excellent signal-to-noise ratio of Ir-array
microelectrodes. Typically detection limits as low as 50 pM are obtained using a
deposition time of 15 min.

v) As voltammetric currents at micro-sized electrodes are controlled by spherical diffusion
and reach a non-zero steady state value at constant potential, the SWASV deposition
step (see section 6.3) can be performed without stirring. (Note: this is absolutely
required to perform SWASV in the protective gel membrane).

vi) Effects of the temperature variation (typically 4 to 25°C) on the voltammetric current
intensity can be readily corrected (see section 10.2).

vii) Signals are independent of the pressure in the range 1 to 600 bars (i.e. these sensors
could be used for measurements down to 6000m depth).

viii) Signals measured at micro-sized electrodes are proportional to the diffusion
coefficient values of the target compounds and are negligible for species larger than a
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few nanometres. This allows the distinction between three key environmentally
relevant fractions of elements with minimum sample handling:

• Mobile species (i.e. free ions and small labile complexes), with the size of 
4nm, by direct measurements in unperturbed samples.
• Colloidal species, with a size of a few nm to 1 µm, by difference between total
concentrations in filtered samples minus the mobile concentration.
• Particulate species, with a size of >1 µm, by difference between total
concentrations in raw and filtered samples.
Distinction between at least these three different fractions is important for environmental
scientists since the mobile species are the most easily available, while the colloidal and particulate
fractions play different important roles in metal circulation and residence time.
Details on fabrication, characterization and applications of the Ir-array can be found in Tercier et
al. (1995 and 1996) and Belmont et al (1996 and 1998). The main important aspects of their
fabrication are summarized below. The detailed procedure to prepare the gel-integrated Ir-array
microelectrode and how to coat them with a reproducible Mercury layer in order to prepare the
Ir-array can be found in sections 7.4 and 8 respectively.
3.1.1 Construction of the Working Electrode Ir-based array
Reproducibility and reliability of working electrode depends strongly on the quality of each
fabrication step. In particular, Ir-insulating sealing, Ir-Cu soldering for electrical contact and Ir
disk morphology are key points.
3.1.1.1

Iridium-based electrode arrays
The electrode arrays are produced by means of thin film technology on chips and
photolithographic techniques. It consists of 5 x 20 interconnected Iridium micro disc electrodes
of 5 m diameter with a centre to centre spacing of 150 m and a recess of 200 nm (corresponding
to the thickness of the Si3N4 passivation layer, see below) (Figure 3-1). Each electrode behaves as
an independent electrode. There is also a 300 m thick Epon SU8 ring deposited and patterned
around the array of microelectrodes forming a containment ring allowing a good attachment of
the agarose gel and a control of its thickness (see section 7.4.3).
The main fabrication steps are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Deposition of a 2000 Å Si3N4 isolating layer on standard silicon wafers by LPCVD (Low
Pressure Chemical Vapour Deposition).
Deposition of a 2000 Å Ir layer by evaporation under electron bombardment.
Deposition of a second 2000 Å Si3N4 layer (passivation layer) by LPCVD.
Deposition of a positive photoresist AZ 1518 layer.
Deposition and patterning of the 300 m thick Epon SU8 rings.
Development of the AZ 1518 layer to form a mask defining the microelectrodes and the
connections pads geometries.
Etching of the apparent Si3N4 layer in an SF6 or CHF3 plasma.
Removing of the AZ 1518 photo-resist with acetone or O2 plasma.
Dicing of the individually microelectrode array devices.
Bonding of the devices to Printed Circuit Board with Au by ultrasonic micro fusion.
Encapsulation using epoxy resin.

The main advantage of the Iridium-based arrays compared to single microelectrodes is that all
the fabrication steps except for the last two, can be performed automatically. They can thus be
mass produced, under well controlled conditions. Their drawback is that their lifetime is limited
to approximately 1 week when used without agarose gel and 3 weeks when the sensors are
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covered with an agarose gel membrane (see section 7.4.3). The main reasons of their limited
lifetime are: i) because the Ir substrates are in recess, they cannot be simply cleaned with lens
paper nor polished and ii) a slight hydration of the Si 3N4 passivation layer over the time is
observed when the microelectrodes are immerged in solutions.
3.1.2 Hg-plated microelectrodes
Mercury remains a material of choice for the electrochemical detection of a number of elements
in particular due to its large hydrogen over voltage. In addition, Mercury electrodes have higher
reproducibility and sensitivity and very low capacitive current compared to solid electrodes.
3.1.2.1

Mercury layer deposition
Mercury electroplating on solid substrate with size in the micrometre range is an attractive mean
of producing Mercury microelectrodes (size  10µm). The reaction occurring at the solid substrate
surface during the Hg electroplating step is represented by equation (2).

Hg2+  2e-

(2)

Hgo

The reproducibility of Mercury electroplated layers is strongly dependent on the following
parameters: type of solid substrate, morphology of the solid substrate, composition of the plating
solution (i.e. nature of the mercuric salt and electrolyte), concentration of Hg (II), and deposition
potential which is function of the nature of the substrate. Iridium, which exhibits low solubility
in Mercury and good "wettability" and which is very resistant to oxidation, is presently the best
substrate for the formation of stable, long term reliable Mercury films. Systematic tests, reported
in details in Tercier et al. (1995), allowed defining a standard procedure to get reproducible and
reliable Hg layer depositions on Ir-based singles and arrays microelectrodes. Briefly, Mercury is
electroplated onto the Ir substrates at -400 mV (vs. Ag / AgCl / 3M KCl // 0.1M NaNO3), during a
chosen deposition time, in a deoxygenated 5 mM Hg (CH3COO) 2 and 10-2 M HClO4 solution. The
deposited Hg forms a hemispherical cap on the Ir substrate and the radius of the Hg layer can be
obtained from the charge Qred consumed during the reduction of Hg (II) (see section 8). It has
been demonstrated (see Tercier et al. (1995) and Belmont et al (1996)) that under the above
conditions, the electro deposition of Mercury follows the behaviour expected for the spherical
growth of a Mercury nucleus, i.e. the deposited Mercury has a radius linearly proportional to t1/2
according to:

(3)

 2 MDCt 
r

 n 

1/ 2

Where M is the atomic weight of Mercury, D the diffusion coefficient of Hg (II), C the
concentration of Hg (II), n the number of electrons exchanged,  the density of Mercury, and t the
deposition time. The last important point concerning the Hg layer deposition is that the
deposition time should be chosen to allow complete covering on the solid substrate, which for
microelectrode implies at least an Hg layer having a hemispherical geometry of radius equal to
the radius of the Ir substrate. Equation (3) can be used to estimate the minimum theoretical
deposition time required as a function of the Ir substrate radius. In practice, a slightly longer
deposition time is applied so as to ensure a final Mercury layer having geometry between a
hemisphere and a sphere. For gel-integrated array Ir-based microelectrodes, it has been
demonstrated in Tercier et al. (1996) and Belmont et al (1998) that the Hg layer can be electroplated
through the agarose gel membrane following the same procedure (see section 8). The only
difference is that the agarose gel must be first equilibrated with the Mercury solution and that
longer deposition times are required as expected from slower diffusion rate of ions in the 1.5%
LGL agarose gel (see section 7.4.5).
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3.1.2.2

Mercury layer reoxidation
The procedure recommended to remove Hg layer plated on micro-sized substrate (see Tercier et
al. (1995)) is electro-reoxidation of Mercury carried out by scanning the potential linearly from 300 mV to +300 mV at 5 mV/s, in a deoxygenated 1M KSCN solution. This procedure has two
major advantages. By using a scanning rather than a constant potential (Golas et al. 1987) a better
reproducibility of oxidation charge determination (Qox) is obtained in particular for micro Hg
layer. Furthermore, thanks to the quick complexation of the electro-oxidized-Mercury by SCN-,
the formation and deposition of mercuric oxide on the microelectrode surface is avoided. Finally,
it is also useful for gel-integrated Ir-array working electrodes as the same agarose gel membrane
can be used for at least one month (see section 7.4.4).

3.2

REFERENCE ELECTRODE

The reference electrode is provided with a plastic housing filled with a saturated KCl gel solution where
is immersed an Ag/AgCl half cell. The electrode is provided with a hydrated zirconium oxide junction
(diameter of 1.3 mm) which makes the electrical contact with the sample and takes its electrical potential.
The transparent plastic housing is provided with thread and O-ring allowing the screwing and the
sealing of the flow through cell.
3.2.1 Reference electrode checking
With an Ohmmeter, measure the resistance between two reference electrodes immersed in the
“Reference Sensor Storage Solution”, to ensure that their resistance is not higher than 100 KOhms.
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3.3

COUNTER ELECTRODE

The counter electrode consists of a pure platinum (99.9%) pin (1.4 mm diameter) sealed inside a
transparent plastic housing provided with a thread and O-ring allowing the screwing and the
sealing of the flow through cell.
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PART III: WORKING WITH THE VIPPlus
OPERATING MODES

The VIPPlus components and behavior can be completely controlled by the Windows VIPPlus
Management software. However, through a Terminal Emulation program, it is possible to control
the VIPPlus using a command shell and the associated command. This kind of VIPPlus interface
is called “Verbose Mode”. Another operating mode, “Non-verbose”, is used when the Windows
VIPPlus management software is used instead. This operating mode is automatically invoked by
the VIPPlus at the beginning of the communications with the Windows VIPPlus management
software.
The “Verbose” operating mode and commands are briefly presented below, whereas the
communication protocol and rules used by the “Non Verbose” operating mode are described in
a dedicated document.
We suggest that the user should always use the VIPPlus Windows Management program.

Copyright @ 1982 – 2015 Idronaut S.r.l. All rights reserved.
OCEAN SEVEN and Idronaut are registe99red trademarks of Idronaut S.r.l.
Other products and services mentioned in this document are identified by the trademarks or service marks of their respective companies or organizations. No
part of this publication, or any software included with it, may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system, or transmitted in any form or by any means, including
photocopying, electronic, mechanical, recording or otherwise, without the prior written permission of the copyright holder. Idronaut S.r.l. provides this document
as is without warranty of any kind either expressed or implied including, but not limited to, the implied warranties of merchantability and fitness for a particular
purpose. Idronaut S.r.l. may make changes of improvements in the equipment, software, firmware, or specifications described in this document at any time and
without notice. These changes may be incorporated in new releases of this document. This document may contain technical inaccuracies or typographical errors.
Idronaut S.r.l. waives responsibility of any labour, materials, or costs incurred by any person or party as a result of using this document. Idronaut S.r.l. shall not
be liable for any damages (including, but not limited to, consequential, indirect or incidental, special damages, or loss of profits or data) even if they were
foreseeable and Idronaut S.r.l. has been informed of their potential occurrence arising out of or in connection with this document or its use.
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VERBOSE MODE

4.1

GENERAL
To work in the verbose mode, turn the computer ON and run the IDRONAUT “ITERM”
Windows Terminal Emulation programme. Communications are properly configured
automatically (see the dedicated section for a presentation of the ITERM program) such as: 38400
bps, 8 data bits, 1 stop bit, and no parity. The first time ITERM runs, it is necessary to configure
the communication port according to the PC resources.

4.2

START-UP
Run the ITERM programme and turn the VIPPlus ON as described in the interface section. Once
the VIPPlus is switched ON, it watches the RS232C input and the telemetry input for a
programmable time. At the end of the watching time (two minutes, by default), if no character is
received, the VIPPlus automatically executes a Shut-down procedure (see section 4.2.2).

4.2.1 Standard Start-up procedure
The VIPPlus is configured to automatically decide which operating mode will be used, by
analysing the input stream typed by the user. Numerical and printable characters start a verbose
session, whereas control characters start a non-verbose session when the Windows VIPPlus
management Software is used.
If by mistake the non-verbose communication mode starts, it is possible to return to the "login"
prompt, by waiting the communication protocol timeout (about 120s) or by simply switching OFF
and then ON the VIPPlus.
The automatic recognition of the operating mode by the VIPPlus starts when the word “Login”
is shown on the computer screen.
Whenever the VIPPlus is switched ON, the following message appears:
VipPlus-Id: 1015004 [14.14.14.03](2.4_04-06/2016)Jun 21 11:54:09.49 2016
ComPort..[Main,Int485,Ext485,Ext232,]..oK
RunTime: Cnf..oK,Fw..oK,Status..oK,Method..oK,Proc..oK
Data Memory [2.0]GByte!--_-_..oK....
VipPlus boards.....oK
ExtPwr[11.18]VDC Batt[0.00]VDC, iT[25.0]C Core[1.64]VDC WakeUp[USR]
Status..OS3xxCTD-TMSM#1-FACM-.Ok
Login:

Afterwards, the VIPPlus waits for the operator selection between the “verbose” or “non verbose”
operating mode.
The above message corresponds to a Start-up procedure carried out by the VIPPlus. If one or more
of the Start-up procedures is unsuccessful, an explanatory error message will be shown;
otherwise, depending on the operating mode selected, the screen display will show as follows:
Verbose mode
..Verbose mode access to the VIPPLUS CMD Shell
ViPPlus ID:1015004[14.14.14.03]{USR}(2.4_04-06/2016) Jun 23 14:08:33.78
2016
Type <HELP> to get a list of commands
ViPPlus-cmd>
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Non Verbose mode
..NON Verbose mode starts a Slave MAP Session
Start MAP-ASCC

In case the operator does not select the operating mode, the VIPPlus waits in its low power
consumption mode (see section 4.3.2) for further communications.
4.2.2 Shut-down procedure
The command [SHUT] starts the Shut-down procedure which saves the VIPPlus status and turns
OFF the VIPPlus. The VIPPlus can also execute an automatic Shut-down procedure when it is not
used for more than 2 minutes.
The following message would then appear:
$$
Present time Jun 23 14:21:30.00 2016
Next timeout Jun 23 14:23:30.00 2016

After the two minutes, the ViPPlus carryout the automatic shutdown procedure
ViPPlus ID:1015004[14.14.14.03]{USR}(2.4_04-06/2016) Jun 23 14:23:30.00
2016
SHUTDOWN..
Completed

Before executing a new Start-up procedure while working with the RS232C interface, wait at least
30 seconds. After this time has elapsed, type a character and the VIPPlus will switch ON
immediately; alternatively, you can act using the same time-out on the VIPPlus magnetic switch.
When working with the telemetry interface, the VIPPlus must be switched OFF by means of the
power switch of the surface deck unit, at the end of the message. Afterwards, a time delay of at
least 30 seconds must be allowed before switching it ON again.
4.3

VERBOSE MODE - OPERATING COMMANDS

4.3.1 Help
All the available commands are shown answering the [HELP] command. First, it mentions the
menu title, the firmware release, the current date and time and finally the list of available
commands. Each command is identified by means of four capital letters contained in two square
brackets followed by an explanatory message:
[HELP][AUXC][ASSM][STRT][RUNM][STAT][MESD][MEDM][CLRS][PHER][CNHI][MCHK][PROC][PSHW]-

Show available command [SHUT]- Switch-OFF
Configure aux.systems
[CONF]- Configure
Assess SD card
[CNDT]- Change Date&Time
Start moninitoring
[COMM]- MAP protocol
Start cell measurement [STOP]- Stop monitoring and measurements
System runtime stats
[MEST]- Memories status
Show data headers(Cast) [MEIN]- Initialize memories
Delete CAST
[CNSD]- Set Default
Clear RunTime status
Internal pher. diag.
[DIAG]- Aux. diagnostic
Set access rights
[FACT]- Factory setting
RunTime memory status
[DIME]- Diagnostic Method
Process data
[PSET]- Setup Process method
Process show result
[WiFi]- Wireless Interface

To select a command (and invoke the associated function), the operator must type the four letters
contained in the square brackets.
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4.3.2 Low power mode
Typing the <ESC> key makes the VIPPlus enters in the Low power mode. Typing <any numerical
or printable character> when into that mode, will return the VIPPlus in the full operating verbose
mode. The VIPPlus will also fall in the Low power mode when it is not used for 60 seconds or
more. A Low power consumption procedure powers off all unused resources and waits for a
command from the user. Once the VIPPlus operates in these conditions for more than 2 minutes,
it automatically starts a Shut-down procedure.
4.3.3 Measurements
The [RUNM]/ [STRT] command starts a measurement cycle. Once invoked, the operator has to
answer the question posed by the VIPPlus. The kind of measurements performed depends on the
downloaded measurement method. The STRT command allows the operator to start an
unattended cycle. The unattended cycle repeats the measurements using the configured time
interval. Therefore, before starting the measurement cycles, the operator must enter the
measurement intervals and the delay before carrying out the first measurement (VIPPlus
deployment time). Once the VIPPlus is running the timed data acquisition, it waits, switched OFF,
during the measurement intervals to reduce the power consumption. To interrupt a timed data
acquisition, the VIPPlus must be switched ON manually. This is performed by means of the
magnetic switch and by using the [STOP] command which interrupts a running single cycle or
multiple unattended measurement cycles.
4.4

DIAGNOSTICS
Some commands allow the operator to verify the peripherals which complete the VIPPlus
Diagnostic messages help the operator to carry out the below described commands.
The [ASSM] command retrieves information about the SD card and rebuild the stored memory
information.
The [STAT] command shows statistical information about the VIPPlus usage and about the last
autonomous measurement cycle performed.
The [PSHW] command shows the automatic processing setup associated to each measurement
Trace metals preamplifier/cell.
The [DIME] command shows the present measurement method loaded in the measurement
method memory.
The [COMM] command shows the exercise the communications with the Windows ViPPlus
management software.
The [DIAG] command allows to carry out diagnostic functions associated to the: i)OCEAN
SEVEN 3xx CTD; ii)pressure and temperature OEM module; iii)fluidic actuator module (pump);
iv)TRACE METALS pre-amplifiers.

4.5

MEMORY
The VIPPlus's memory has a storage capacity of 220000 data records and up to 100
voltammograms. Once the data has been saved on the PC, delete the data memory freeing up
the memory for subsequent measurements.
The [MEST] shows the memory status on the screen. The number of used data records and
voltammograms is shown on the screen.
The [MESD] command shows the details about the acquired and stored voltammograms.
The [MEDM] command deletes one or more stored voltammograms.
The [MEIN] command allows the operator to initialize the VIPPlus data memory. Data deleted
in this manner cannot be retrieved.
The [PROC] command allows the operator to carryout the processing of a single stored
voltammograms.
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4.6

CONFIGURATION
The below described commands allow the operator to configure the VIPPlus behaviour. A short
description of the configuration commands follows.
The [CNDT] command allows the operator to modify the VIPPlus Real Time Clock and Calendar
value.
The [CLRS] command clears the run time status keeping the information about the autonomous
measurement cycles.
The [PSET] command allows to configure the automatic processing parameters associated to each
measurement Trace metals preamplifier/cell (see dedicated section).
The [AUXC] command allows the operator to configure the auxiliary systems connected to the
VIPPlus like the: i)OCEAN SEVEN 3xx CTD; ii)pressure and temperature OEM module; iii)fluidic
actuator module (pump); iv)TRACE METALS pre-amplifiers.
When configuring the OS3xx CTD it is mandatory that the list of sensors defined through the
[AUXC] command contains the same logical codes defined in the OCEAN SEVEN 3xx CTD
configuration.
The [CNSD] command clears the ViPPlus configuration retrieving the factory original
configuration.
The [FACT] command used to save the present configuration as factory original configuration.

4.6.1 Voltammogram processing configuration
--- TMSM processing CELL #1 setup --Automatic processing
?:Yes
SavitskyGolay smooting
?:Yes
SavitskyGolay poly oder
:2
Fixup Data at boudaries ?:Yes
Data window width
:5
Perform peak searching
?:Yes
Max num. of peaks [1..30]:30
Noise immunity
[0.100%]:58.000
Base line subtraction
?:Yes
BaseLine left limit [mV]:-1200.0000
BaseLine right limit [mV]:100.0000
Temperature compensation ?:Yes
Reference temperature [C]:22.000
BackGround subtraction
?:Yes
BackGround offset
[uA]:0.000000
--- Configure the parameter to acquire --Idx
ID
Name
Left
Right Arrhneious
1
140
Zn
-1200.0
-800.0 -3745.9
2
141
Cd
-750.0
-450.0 -2682.4
3
142
Pb
-450.0
-200.0 -2683.0
4
143
Cu
-200.0
-100.0 -2663.2
CMD:(I)nitialize,(A)dd,(D)elete,(M)odify,(Q)uit

Norm.Slope
01.000000e+00
01.000000e+00
01.000000e+00
01.000000e+00

4.6.2 Standard configuration
The [CONF] command allows the operator to modify the operating parameters. Once invoked,
the following message appears:
--- ViPPlus configuration --NCSM preamplifier installed
?:No
Com. protocol: 0)MAP,1)SHDP+OGCSWE :0
ViPPlus MAP protocol address
ID:[14.14.14.03]
PC MAP protocol address
ID:[15.14.14.01]
Show MAP session debug messages
?:No
Show METHOD debug messages
?:No
Show SHDP-CELL debug messages
?:No
Show OS3xx CTD debug messages
?:No
Show processing debug messages
?:No
ViPPlus
serial number
:1015004
System production Identification code: 2045231124
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DC Peristaltic pump installed
?:No
3x two way valve module installed
?:No
Enable LowPower on waiting
?:Yes
Enable WakeUp from external RS232
?:Yes
Wait LOGIN before shutdown
[s]:120
Watching time for valid command
[s]:30
Watching time for valid param.
[s]:30
Minimum time between acquisition [s]:120
Communication port test timeout [ms]:3600000
Is the SD card Installed
?:Yes
External power conversion factor
:0.01007000
Battery conversion factor
:0.00196850
Analogue reference voltage
:3.2200
Battery voltage limit
[V]:2.900
External power voltage limit
[V]:10.000
Check battery voltage vs limit
?:Yes
Check Ext. power voltage vs limit
?:Yes
Cell #1 installed
?:Yes
Cell #2 installed
?:No
Cell #3 installed
?:No
Emulate the Digital VT100 VTU
?:Yes
Number of line between header
:25
Maximum number of chars per line
:80
Send message using interrupt
?:No
INT RS485 communication pace timeout [ms]:20
Diagnostic text tx delay
[ms]:0
Setup MAIN port
ComPort:(1)MAIN,(2)TMSM,(3)Pump,(4)OS3xx CTD,(5)WIRELESS/QAM
Com. [1..5]:1
Speed(BPS):(0)300,(1)600,(2)1k2,(3)2k4,(4)4k8,(5)7k2,(6)9k6,(7)19k2,(8
)38k4,(9)57k6,(10)115k2
Baud Rate :10
Data bit:(0)7 bit, (1)8 bit
Data bit
:1
Parity:(0)None,(1)Even,(2)Odd
Parity type:0
Stop bit:(0)1 bit, (1)2 bit
Stop bit
:0
Flow Control:(0)None,(1)CTS/RTS,(2)DelayTx
Flow cnt
:0
Setup INTERNAL RS485 network
ComPort:(1)MAIN,(2)TMSM,(3)Pump,(4)OS3xx CTD,(5)WIRELESS/QAM
Com. [2..5]:2
Speed(BPS):(0)300,(1)600,(2)1k2,(3)2k4,(4)4k8,(5)7k2,(6)9k6,(7)19k2,(8
)38k4,(9)57k6,(10)115k2
Baud Rate :8
Data bit:(0)7 bit, (1)8 bit
Data bit
:1
Parity:(0)None,(1)Even,(2)Odd
Parity type:0
Stop bit:(0)1 bit, (1)2 bit
Stop bit
:0
Flow Control:(0)None,(1)CTS/RTS,(2)DelayTx
Flow cnt
:0
Setup EXTERNAL RS485 network
ComPort:(1)MAIN,(2)TMSM,(3)Pump,(4)OS3xx CTD,(5)WIRELESS/QAM
Com. [2..5]:3
Speed(BPS):(0)300,(1)600,(2)1k2,(3)2k4,(4)4k8,(5)7k2,(6)9k6,(7)19k2,(8
)38k4,(9)57k6,(10)115k2
Baud Rate :6
Data bit:(0)7 bit, (1)8 bit
Data bit
:1
Parity:(0)None,(1)Even,(2)Odd
Parity type:0
Stop bit:(0)1 bit, (1)2 bit
Stop bit
:0
Flow Control:(0)None,(1)CTS/RTS,(2)DelayTx
Flow cnt
:0
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Setup EXTERNAL RS232
ComPort:(1)MAIN,(2)TMSM,(3)Pump,(4)OS3xx CTD,(5)WIRELESS/QAM
Com. [2..5]:4
Speed(BPS):(0)300,(1)600,(2)1k2,(3)2k4,(4)4k8,(5)7k2,(6)9k6,(7)19k2,(8
)38k4,(9)57k6,(10)115k2
Baud Rate :6
Data bit:(0)7 bit, (1)8 bit
Data bit
:1
Parity:(0)None,(1)Even,(2)Odd
Parity type:0
Stop bit:(0)1 bit, (1)2 bit
Stop bit
:0
Flow Control:(0)None,(1)CTS/RTS,(2)DelayTx
Flow cnt
:0
Type <any key>To continue

Type the <ENTER> key to update the parameters and the following message will appear:
Configuration...Done
 Description of the configurable items are outside the scope of this manual. Please contact
IDRONAUT to receive any information pertaining to the item of interest. If in doubt, always
confirm the shown value by typing the <ENTER> key on the computer keyboard, or re-enter
it as it was before.
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5

WINDOWS VIPPLUS MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE

5.1

INTRODUCTION
The Windows VIPPlus management software is controlled through a friendly Windows-based
operators interface. The mouse is used with point-and-click functions to select an item or run a
function. To select an option, move the mouse cursor over the item and click on it with the left
mouse button.
Functions or parameters can be also selected using single key strokes; the appropriate key for a
given parameter is the uppercase letter of that parameter. The main window is composed of the
MENU level and the status bar (see Figure 5-1). On the MENU level, the uppercase letter key
must be pressed simultaneously with the <ALT> key to select an option using key strokes. Most
of the commands available under the menus can be invoked by pressing over the toolbar
associated icons. The toolbar represents a shortcut to the desired function. Inside the menu, the
icons associated with a command are shown next to the text command description. Furthermore,
going over the icons allows the programme to show a short text describing the associated
function.

Figure 5-1: Main window of the Windows VIPPlus management software.
5.2

OVERVIEW
The main MENU is divided into 6 submenus: File, Process, Communications, Setup, Window and
Help. Once an item is selected within a MENU option, a dialog box is opened, which is used to
input the information required by the selected item.

5.2.1 File
There are 4 items under the File MENU: Method, Data, and Clean up Temporary files, Exit from
VIPPlus software.
Method This function allows the operator to access the Method submenu. Under the method
submenu, four items are present: New, Edit, Delete, Export. Method definitions are
described in a dedicated paragraph (see below).
New:
Function to create a new method file.
Edit:
Function to modify an existent method file.
Delete:
Function to delete an existent method file.
Export:
Function to export in binary the method text file; this function is used
in conjunction with the REBUS (Remote Buoy Management Software)
programme.
Data

This function allows the operator to export in a text file the voltammograms data files.
After they have been exported, it is possible to open and modify them. The data submenu contains 4 items: Open, Save, Import, Export.
Open:
Function to open and show a voltammogram data file.
Save:
Function to save a voltammogram text file.
Import:
Not implemented function.
Export:
Function to convert the voltammogram file from binary format into text
format.

Clean up temporary files
This function cleans from the programme working directories (i.e. installation
directory) all the temporary files generated during the programme running.
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Exit

This function allows the operator to close the Windows VIPPlus Management
programme.

5.2.2 Process
There are two items under this menu: Plot and Calibration.
Plot

This function opens a dialog window from which the operator can select a
voltammogram and plot and process it. Once selected the file, the following new
window appears:

Calibration

IDRONAUT

This function allows the operator to prepare a calibration file, generating
coefficients to allow the programme to correctly calculate the dissolved Heavy
Metal concentrations. Once invoked, the following new window appears:
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5.2.3 Communication
This menu allows the operator to communicate with the VIPPlus and to control every VIPPlus
function and peripheral.
Open Coms
This function allows the operator to start the communication with the VIPPlus.
We suggest that you open the communication windows (see Window menu) before
running this command.
Close Coms
This function allows the operator to immediately interrupt the communication
with the VIPPlus.
Query

This function allows the operator to query the connected VIPPlus and to receive and
show its working conditions and the present loaded measurement method. In case the
VIPPlus is running performing a measuring cycle by itself, this command allows the
operator to understand at which point of the measuring cycle the VIPPlus is.

Upload method file
This command allows the operator to transfer a method file to the VIPPlus. After the
method has been successfully uploaded in the VIPPlus, the measuring method window
is updated accordingly.
Download data
This command allows the operator to retrieve voltammograms stored in the VIPPlus
memory. This command is useful once the VIPPlus is used to perform unattended
measuring cycles in function of time intervals.
Measurements
This command allows the operator to start or stop a measurement cycle.
Start measurement:
Starts a new measurement using the present method.
Stop measurements:
Stops the undertaken measurement immediately.
Pump This command allows the operator to run or stop the sampling pump.
Start pump:
Starts the pump for the given number of seconds.
Stop pump:
Stops the pump rotation immediately.
Monitoring

This command allows the operator to access a sub-menu with the following
functions:
Depth Monitoring:
This command enables the programme to interrogate once per
second the VIPPlus to obtain the present depth or pressure. The
received value is shown on the status bar next to the word
“Depth”.
Start monitoring:
This command allows the operator to start an unattended
monitoring cycle. Parameters sent to the VIPPlus to run the
unattended cycle are set up using the “System Setting”
function (see below).
Stop Monitoring:
This command stops the undertaken unattended monitoring
cycle immediately.
Chemical & Physical Parameters
In case the VIPPlus interfaces an OCEAN SEVEN 316Plus
probe, by means of this command, it is possible to see and to
store in a text file real-time data acquired by the OCEAN
SEVEN probe.
Miscellaneous
IDRONAUT
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This command allows
commands:
FIA Heater On/Off:
Oxygen removal:
CGime valve:
Initialize memory:

the operator to access a sub-menu which collects the following
Not implemented.
Not implemented.
Not implemented.
This command allows the operator to initialize the VIPPlus
memory. Voltammograms stored in the VIPPlus memory, after
the execution of this command, are permanently deleted and
cannot be retrieved.

5.2.4 Set-up
This menu allows the operator to configure the programme behaviour and the parameters used
to communicate, perform the measurements and the voltammogram post-processing.
ComPort
This function allows the operator to
configure
the
communication
parameters used to communicate
with the VIPPlus. Once invoked, the
following dialog window appears
on the screen.
The default setting is: COM1,
9600bps, 8 databit, 1 Stopbit, No
Parity.

System Settings
This function allows the operator to configure the following programme parameters.
They have been divided into 7 groups: Plot, MAP Address, Smoothing, Peak Search, Monitoring,
Calibration, Others.

Plot:
This dialog window allows the
operator to define the default traces that are
automatically plotted once a voltammogram is
graphically shown.
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Map Address:
This dialog window allows
the operator to configure the address of the
programme and of the VIPPlus used by the
“MAP” communication protocol to handle
the communications between the PC and the
VIPPlus. Even if MAP addresses are
predefined at the factory, the operator can
freely modify them. Obviously, if the
addresses are modified, the same must be
configured in the VIPPlus.

Smoothing:
This
dialog
window
allows the operator to configure the
smoothing algorithm parameters. The
smoothing algorithm can be applied to the
plotted voltammogram.
The Savitzky-Golay low-pass filters, rather
than having their properties defined in the
Fourier domain and the translated to the
Time domain, derive directly from a
particular formulation of the data
smoothing problem in the Time domain.
The formulation of Savitsky-Golay foresees
to find filter coefficients to preserve higher
moments and to approximate the underlying function within the moving window using a
polynomial of higher order, typically quadratic or quartic. Therefore, “Polynomial order” is used
to define the order of the polynomial, while “window width” is used to define the number of
points to consider inside the moving average window.

Peak Search:
This
dialog
window
allows the operator to configure the
parameters used to carry out the automatic
peak searching, temperature compensation
and baseline subtraction algorithm.
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Monitoring:
This
dialog
window
allows the operator to configure the
VIPPlus unattended monitoring cycles.
The “start monitoring time” parameter
allows the operator to define the time of
the first measurement; “Time Interval” is
used to define the interval between
consecutive measurements; “Number of
measurements” represents the number of
measurements to perform; The “switchoff” allows the operator to force the
VIPPlus in off condition between two
consecutive
measurement.
In
this
condition the power consumption of the
VIPPlus is negligible.
Calibration:
This dialog window allows
the operator to select the calibration curve to
be used and associated to the VIPPlus
measuring cell and sensor. Two type of
approximation of the calibration data can be
configured: Linear (a + bx) or quadratic (a +
bx + cx2).

Other:
The configuration parameters not belonging to a particular function are collected in this
dialog window. “Dump Flash memory” allows the operator to force the uploading of data stored
in the VIPPlus extension memory board.

Peak Window
This dialog window allows the operator
to configure the heavy metal search
potential limits. Predefined values are
initially shown after the programme
installation, but it is responsibility of the
operator to adapt the limits to the
particular applications or measuring
methods adopted. The limits are
important if the automatic peak search
algorithm is used.

5.2.5 Window
This menu allows the operator to open or close the programme child window. The following
functions are available:
IDRONAUT
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New Plot Window
Comm Log.

Data file
Cell
Close all

This command allows the operator to open a new plot window. The
plot window is used to show a voltammogram graphically.
This command allows the operator to open the communication logging
window. Through this window, it is possible to follow the real-time
dialogue between the VIPPlus and the programme.
this command allows the operator to open a window containing the
present voltammogram.
This command shows/hides the measurement method window
associated with the VIPPlus measuring cell
this function closes any open child window.

5.2.6 Help
This menu allows the operator to access the Window VIPPlus management software help. The
following commands are available. The help is contextual and can be also accessed by pressing
the « Question mark » button when shown in the dialog window.
Contents

This command allows the operator to access the whole VIPPlus
management software help.
This command shows the about box on the screen.

About
5.3

MEASUREMENT METHODS DEFINITION
Foreword
The experiences gained during the development of the VIPPlus made us decide to allow the
scientists to have a complete control of the measurement potentiostat and of the VIPPlus fluidic
components like: pumps, valve, and heaters. This has been obtained by means of the creation of
a “Macro” language, below described (Macro Language), which allows the operator to define the
measurement method step by step. Furthermore, this approach confers on the VIPPlus a
flexibility which allows the scientist to create and experience new sample preparation and
measurement methods in an easy way.
VIPPlus components
Through the instructions being part of the Macro language, it is possible to control the operation
of the VIPPlus components which are used to prepare the sample before the measurement and to
perform the measurements. Physical and logical devices exist. The latter are “software”
procedures used to simulate certain conditions or to define the VIPPlus behaviours.
The VIPPlus physical components are:
No.1 measurement cell.
No.1 peristaltic pump.
No.1 potentiostat to generate the cell potential.
No.1 device to control the connection of the Ir-sensor array with the
preamplifier and potentiostat circuit.
No.1 preamplifier.
No.1 Chemical and physical data acquisition system.
The VIPPlus “logical” components are:
No. 1 Idle command which allows the operator to define the waiting
periods.
No. 3 Different methods to apply potentials in the measurement cell, like:
Square Wave, Linear Sweep, Cyclic Sweep.
No. 23 Macro instructions.
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Macro Language
The aim of the “Macro” language is the decomposition of a measurement method in basic steps
that, joined together, build a complex sample preparation and measurement sequence. The
instructions are executed in sequence by the VIPPlus, starting from the uppermost, as they appear
in the method window (see below). Instructions are completed with up to 7 parameters which
define the instructions behaviour. The method is created/modified by means of an editor which
allows the operator to construct the sequence of basic operations. Here is the list of instructions:
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

Repeat macro step
Synchronize
Upload data
Ocean Seven Data Acquisition
Hg film deposition
Hg film re-oxidation
Square Wave stripping ramp
Square Wave background ramp
Linear sweep stripping ramp
Linear sweep background ramp
Cyclic measurement ramp
Square wave configuration
Linear sweep configuration
Cyclic measurement configuration
Hg film deposition configuration
Hg film re-oxidation configuration
Cell Potential
Cell On/Off
Potentiostat potential offset
Wait cycle
Valve
Pump
Heaters

Create a measurement method
Measurement method is created by means of the Windows VIPPlus management programme
method editor by selecting the instructions from a given list (left pane). The selected instructions
are then inserted and listed in a second window in sequence. Afterwards, the instruction
parameters must be configured. The sequence of instructions can be corrected by moving up and
down the single instruction and by composing the right sequence in the right pane.
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During the method composition, the instruction parameters must be configured. Parameters
define the behaviour of the VIPPlus during the execution of single instructions. Therefore, each
instruction has a different set of parameters. Sequence of instructions, formerly a “measurement
method”, together with their parameters is therefore archived in a text file for later retrieval and
usage. After the method has been assembled or once a stored method is open, the method edit
window appears as follows:

Macro instructions structure
The instructions are structured with a 16-bit parameter used to identify and code the instructions.
Each instruction is completed with 8 parameters 32 bits each, which allow the operator to define
and customize the instructions behaviour. Up to 110 instructions can be assembled to create a
single method.
Macro instructions execution
The VIPPlus executes the method instructions in sequence starting from the first one towards the
last instruction. At present, it is possible to simultaneously run instructions on the same cell, but
IDRONAUT
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it is limited to the Pump instructions which foresee a Wait Completion flag. If this flag is active
(default mode), the VIPPlus waits for the completion of the associated timeout, otherwise the
execution of the successive instruction is performed immediately. Anyhow, the timeout of the
“pump” instruction is respected.
Macro instructions details
The instructions are briefly described below. For
each instruction, a dialog box allows the
operator to modify, configure the permitted
parameters value. Parameter values are
automatically checked against the possible
boundaries. For brevity’s sake, we omit here the
presentation of the dialog boxes, as they are very
simple and self-explanatory. To invoke the
configuration dialog box, the operator must
double click on one of the instructions listed in
the right side of the Method editing window
(see above).
Example of dialog box to set up the macro
instruction parameters
Repeat macro step
Not implemented.
Synchronize
Not implemented.
Upload data
Not implemented.
Ocean Seven Data Acquisition
It is possible to complete the heavy metal measurement by acquiring the most important chemical
and physical water properties. This instruction allows that. The following parameters complete
the instruction:
Instruction Code
Parameter 1
Parameter 2

04
1
Number of dataset to acquire and store

Hg film deposition
The Ir-Sensor-Array sensor must be prepared before being used during the measurement. An
important step in the preparation of the Ir-Sensor-Array concerns the deposition of the mercury
film over the Ir-sensor-Array surface. The following parameters complete the instruction:
Instruction Code
Parameter 1

05
1

Hg film re-oxidation
Re-oxidation of the deposited mercury film can be done by means of this instruction. The
following parameters complete the instruction:
Instruction Code
Parameter 1

08
1

Square Wave stripping ramp
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Square wave measurement on the prepared sample is possible by means of this instruction. The
stripping measurement ramp only is performed. The following parameters complete the
instruction:
Instruction Code
Parameter 1

06
1

Square Wave background ramp
Square wave measurement of the prepared sample is possible by means of this instruction. The
background measurement ramp only is performed. The following parameters complete the
instruction:
Instruction Code
Parameter 1

07
1

Note: Both measurement ramps must be performed in sequence to fulfil the measuring cycle.
Linear sweep stripping ramp
Linear sweep measurement of the prepared sample is possible by means of this instruction. The
stripping measurement ramp only is performed. The following parameters complete the
instruction:
Instruction Code
Parameter 1

09
1

Linear sweep background ramp
Linear sweep measurement of the prepared sample is possible by means of this instruction. The
background measurement ramp only is performed. The following parameters complete the
instruction:
Instruction Code
Parameter 1

10
1

Note: Both measurement ramps must be performed in sequence to fulfil the measuring cycle.
Cyclic measurement ramp
Cyclic linear sweep measurement of the prepared sample is possible by means of this instruction.
The following parameters complete the instruction:
Instruction Code
Parameter 1

11
1

Square wave configuration
The square wave measurement can be configured by means of this instruction and its parameters.
This instruction must always precede in the sequence of instructions the square wave stripping
or background measurement instructions. The following parameters complete the instruction:
Instruction Code
Parameter 1
Parameter 2

Parameter 3
Parameter 4
IDRONAUT
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Measurement type:
0 = Anodic,
1 = Cathodic
Start ramp potential +/- 2048 mV
End ramp potential +/- 2048 mV
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Parameter 5
Parameter 6
Parameter 7
Parameter 8

Square wave eight +/- 2048 mV
Square wave step +/- 2048 mV
Square wave frequency 1..800 Hz
Number of measure to average 1..10

Linear sweep configuration
The linear sweep measurement can be configured by means of this instruction and its parameters.
This instruction must always precede in the sequence of instructions the linear sweep stripping
or background measurement instruction. The following parameters complete the instruction:
Instruction Code
Parameter 1
Parameter 2

Parameter 3
Parameter 4
Parameter 5
Parameter 6
Parameter 7

13
1
Measurement type:
0 = Anodic,
1 = Cathodic
Start ramp potential +/- 2048 mV
End ramp potential +/- 2048 mV
Sweep potential step +/- 20480 uV in step of 250 uV
Sweep potential step 1..100000 us in step of 250 us
Sweep data acquisition interval 1..100000ms

Cyclic measurement configuration
The cyclic linear sweep measurement can be configured by means of this instruction and its
parameters. This instruction must always precede in the sequence of instructions the cyclic linear
sweep measurement instruction. The following parameters complete the instruction:
Instruction Code
Parameter 1
Parameter 2

Parameter 3
Parameter 4
Parameter 5
Parameter 6
Parameter 7
Parameter 8

14
1
Measurement type:
0 = Anodic,
1 = Cathodic
Start ramp potential +/- 2048 mV
Ramp inversion potential +/- 2048 mV
End ramp potential +/- 2048 mV
Sweep potential step +/- 20480 uV in step of 250 uV
Sweep potential step 1..100000 us in step of 250 us
Sweep data acquisition interval 1..100000ms

Hg film deposition configuration
The Ir-Sensor array Hg film deposition can be configured by means of this instruction and its
parameters. This instruction must always precede in the sequence of instructions the Hg film
deposition instruction. The following parameters complete the instruction:
Instruction Code
Parameter 1
Parameter 2
Parameter 3
Parameter 4

IDRONAUT
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1
Deposition voltage +/- 2048 mV
Deposition time 1..100000 s
Measurement interval 1.100000 ms
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Hg film re-oxidation configuration
The Ir-Sensor array Hg film re-oxidation can be configured by means of this instruction and its
parameters. This instruction must always precede in the sequence of instructions the Hg film reoxidation instruction. The following parameters complete the instruction:
Instruction Code
Parameter 1
Parameter 2
Parameter 3
Parameter 4
Parameter 5

16
1
Start ramp potential +/- 2048 mV
End ramp potential +/- 2048 mV
Sweep potential step +/- 2048 mV
measurement interval 1..100000ms

Cell Potential
This instruction allows the operator to impose a potential in the measurement cell. Potential is
guaranteed by the potentiostat circuitry. The following parameters complete the instruction:
Instruction Code
Parameter 1
Parameter 2
Parameter 3

17
1
Potential value +/- 2048 mV
Delay time 1..100000ms (*)

(*) Applied potential is kept by the potentiostat circuitry indefinitely. The delay time can be of
help when the measurement method foresees steps of different potentials each one with precise
timeouts.
Cell On/Off
This Ir-Sensor-array connection with the potentiostat circuitry can be defined. The following
parameters complete the instruction:
Instruction Code
Parameter 1
Parameter 2

18
1
0= means Ir-sensor-array disconnected from the potentiostat
1= means Ir-sensor-array connected with the potentiostat

Potentiostat potential offset
Not implemented.
Wait cycle
This instruction allows the operator to stand by the measurement for the configured number of
milliseconds. Potential is guaranteed by the potentiostat circuitry, properly configuring the
potential parameter. The following parameters complete the instruction:
Instruction Code
Parameter 1
Parameter 2
Parameter 3

20
1
Delay time 1..100000ms
Potential value +/- 2048 mV

Valve
Not implemented.
Pump
The submersible pump runs for the amount of time configured and at the configured speed. The
following parameters complete the instruction:
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Instruction Code
Parameter 1
Parameter 2
Parameter 2
Parameter 3
Parameter 4
Parameter 5

22
pump: 1,2
module: 1,2
Pump time in seconds 0..100000
Pump speed in steps 5..110%
Wait completion (0=No, 1=Yes)
Direction: 0=CW, 1=CCW

Heaters
Not implemented.
Setup Measurement Time
Define a new measurement time in case more than one measurement are carried out in the same
method/sequence.
Macro instructions binary coding
Before sending the instructions constituting a measurement method to the VIPPlus, they are
converted (coded) from textual information into binary information. This coding procedure is a
more efficient and simple method to transfer information between the Windows VIPPlus
management programme and the VIPPlus. Conversion is automatically performed by the
Windows VIPPlus management programme, once the “Method Downloading” function is
invoked.
5.4

START-UP
When the VIPPlus is in its Low power mode, the VIPPlus firmware automatically detects which
operating mode has to be used, by analyzing the input stream typed by the user. Numerical and
printable characters start a verbose session, whereas control characters start a non-verbose
session (when the Windows VIPPlus management Software is used).




Switch on the VIPPlus and wait for the start-up time (about 5 sec) which will turn the
VIPPlus in its waiting communication state.
Run the Windows VIPPlus Management Software and initialize the VIPPlus
communication by clicking on the Initialize “Button” on the toolbar or in the
communication menu on the Open Coms item. Before starting the communication with
the VIPPlus, it could be useful to open the communication status window using the
“Window->Communication” command.
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5.5

PLOT WINDOW & POST-PROCESSING FUNCTIONS
The plot window is accessed through the “Process->Plot” commands, through the shortcut
toolbar icon or through the “Window->New Plot Window” commands. The main purpose of the
plot window is to graphically show the VIPPlus measurements and to allow the customer to postprocess the voltammogram data, smoothing it, performing the base line subtraction, searching
peaks and calculating the heavy metal concentrations, if requested. Once invoked, the following
“Standard file selection” dialog box appears:

Data files are stored in the programme sub-directory “DATAFILES\CELL1”. After the file has
been selected, data is graphically shown according to the programme set-up and the following
window appears:
Note
More than one plot window at a time can exist. This means that you can open as many plot windows as
you like. Obviously, they must be associated to different data files.
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As

shown, the PLOT window allows the operator to access a menu of graphic commands and
functions. Some of them can be accessed through the shortcuts present on the toolbar by pressing
on the proper icons.
5.5.1 File
The file submenu allows the operator to access the following commands.
Open

This command allows the operator to open data.

Save as this command allows the
operator to save the voltammograms
data in various formats. See the
below window which appears on the
screen.

Print

Accesses the print dialog box. The following window appears.
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Reload current file
If the modification or the post-processing functions performed are not satisfactory, the operator
can reload the original data through this command.
Close

Closes the selected plot window.

5.5.2 Edit
Customization of the plot window and data is possible through the edit menus.

Chart properties
This command allows the operator to
access hundreds of commands and
parameters to set up the plot window
and graph format. For brevity’s sake,
we report here the first dialog
window which appears once invoked
this command.

Edit Chart data This command allows the operator to access and modify the voltammogram
data. Data is shown in tabular format (see below).Shown values can be modified and new
columns of data can be manually added.
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Peak Search Parameters
Through this command, it is possible to access the peak search parameters that are normally
configured by means of the “Set-up->System settings” command.
Copy to clipboard
This command copies the plot window without menu to the Windows clipboard. Therefore, from
there, it is possible to paste the voltammogram plot into other programmes.
5.5.3 View
CTD Data
This command is available only if the VIPPlus interfaces an OCEAN SEVEN 316Plus probe. In
this case, a window containing the acquired data appears on the screen.
5.5.4 Tools
Enable cursor
This command enables the use of a graphic cursor that allows the operator to select the shown
data. Cursor can be moved from trace to trace by selecting the desired trace by means of a
selection dialog box, which is shown above the plot area when the cursor function is enabled.
Display trace values
This command opens a small window in which
are shown the x, y value representing the current
position of the cursor. See the below window.
Invert Y Axis
This command inverts the plot Y axis.
Show Legend
This command shows or hides the plot traces
legend.
5.5.5 Process
Background offset
This post-processing function allows the operator to enter an offset value in uA to be subtracted
from the voltammogram current. Once invoked through a dialog box, it is possible to configure
the desired offset. Modification to the voltammogram data and plot is done automatically and
instantaneously. The background subtraction can be repeated as many times as needed.
Savitzky-Golay smoothing filter
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This function allows the operator to apply the “Savitzky-Golay” data filtering algorithm to the
voltammogram current. At the end of the filtering, a new “smoothed” plot line is shown in the
graph window. The filtering is performed according to the parameters configured using the
“System setting” command.
Peak search algorithm
This algorithm searches the voltammogram currents peaks present in the voltammogram. At the
end of the processing, square dots are added to the plot line to identify the start, end and peak
position (see the below example). To search and identify/associate the peaks, the peak search
algorithm uses the configuration done by means of the “System setting” function also available
under the “Edit menu”.
Edit peak windows
This function allows the
operator to modify the start,
end and peak position for
each found peaks. Once
invoked,
the
following
window
appears
superimposed to the plot
window. The operator can
modify the position of the
start, end and peak position
potential acting on the
“Green” arrow. The plot
window is automatically and
immediately
updated
following
the
operator
setting. The enable flag
allows the operator to
unselect unwanted peaks.
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Baseline resolution and subtraction
This command allows the
subtraction of the baseline
from the shown plot line. The
baseline is a theoretical line
which crosses all the peaks
minimum value. After the
command is invoked, a black
line is drawn to allow the
operator to judge the baseline
and to proceed with the
subtraction if it is in agreement
with peaks. Parameters on
how to calculate/draw the
baseline can be configured by means of the “System Setting” function. If the baseline subtraction
is accepted, the programme automatically performs the subtraction and redraws the
voltammogram graph.
Calculate Concentration
After the aforementioned postprocessing steps are performed and if
a calibration curve has been
associated to the measuring cell, it is
possible to invoke this function. This
function automatically calculates the
heavy metal concentration associated
to each found peak. After the
calculations are done, the following
window appears on the screen.
Calculate Charge
This function allows the operator to calculate the electric charge of the mercury film deposition
and re-oxidation. This function can be invoked only if the shown voltammogram refers to an Hgfilm deposition or re-oxidation. Result of calculation is shown through a dialog box on the screen.
Details about the calculation algorithm can be found in the dedicated section.
Calculate Hg radius
This function allows the operator to calculate the average radius of the Hg drops obtained during
the Hg deposition and re-oxidation. This function can be invoked only if the shown
voltammograms refers to an Hg-film deposition or re-oxidation. Result of calculation is shown
through a dialog box on the screen. Details about the calculation algorithm can be found in the
dedicated section 8.
5.6

CALIBRATION FUNCTION
Ideally, even if the sensor has a very good reliability and reproducibility, the VIPPlus should be
calibrated the day before and possibly after the in situ deployment (see section 9.2.2). This is to
ensure that the sensor sensibility has not changed during the in situ measurements and
manipulations. Calibration should be performed for each heavy metal substance that will be then
measured and at least three standards at different concentrations should be used to perform the
calibration. This section describes how to obtain the calibration curve and coefficients using the
Windows VIPPlus management software.
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Overview
Once invoked, the following plot
window appears on the screen. Before
starting, the operator must decide to
modify an old calibration or create a
new calibration. Commands or
functions are available on the toolbar
by clicking over the icons. Dedicated
help messages appear as the mouse
pointer flies over the shown icons.

If the operator decides to open an existent calibration file, the file selection dialog window
appears on the screen. Once selected from the “Calibration” sub-directory, the programme loads
by itself the calibration file showing the calibration curves inside the Calibration plot window.
Vice versa, if a new calibration file must be prepared, the following set-up dialog box appears.
The operator must select the number of samples used to perform the calibration measuring unit
and then select the heavy metal present in the standard solution used to calibrate the VIPPlus.

After the selection is competed and the OK button is pressed, the following window appears:

At this stage, the operator must enter the calibration sample values for each selected heavy metal
substance using the “Edit Concentration and Currents” commands. This will open a dialog box
that the operator must fill in (see below).
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When the operator completes the
numerical table, he can press again
over the depressed icon on the toolbar
to return to the main calibration
window. The above procedure must
be repeated by selecting the heavy
metal substance before. At the end of
the data entry, it is possible to
calculate the calibration coefficients
by means of the “Computes best fit
coefficients” command available on
the toolbar. After this function is
invoked, the calibration window
shows a plot of the entered values and
the calculated coefficients. The
coefficients can be manually modified by the operator by means of the “Edit coefficients” button.
The “Edit Chart Properties” command allows the operator to customize the look&fill of the
calibration plot windows: from there, it is also possible to export and print. On exit, it is possible
to save the calibration curve in a file that can be associated with a given working electrode array
and used to obtain automatic determination of the heavy metal concentrations measured in
various samples using the same sensor array.
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ELECTROCHEMICAL TECHNIQUES
The techniques required for the preparation/characterization of the microelectrodes and the
measurements of the target trace elements have been implemented in the VIPPlus.
They are: chronoamperometry, Linear Sweep Voltammetry (LSV), Cyclic Voltammetry (CV),
Square Wave Voltammetry (SWV), Anodic Stripping Voltammetry (ASV) and Square Wave
Anodic Stripping Voltammetry (SWASV). However, the system has been developed in such a
way that other electrochemical techniques can also be readily implemented if needed.

6.1

AUTOMATED MEASUREMENT CYCLES OF VOLTAMMETRIC TECHNIQUES
An automated measurement cycle is performed for each voltammetric technique, i.e. LSV, CV,
SWV, ASV and SWASV. The successive steps of this automated measurement cycle are:












Automated flush of the measurement cell with the sample solution (with respect to the
sampling pump time selected).
Waiting during the Antifouling membrane equilibration time (see section 7.4.5).
Automated flush of the measurement cell with the sample solution (with respect to the
sampling pump time selected).
Applying the Cleaning potential during the Cleaning time (see section 6.3).
Applying the Deposition potential during the Deposition time (see section 6.3).
Applying the Equilibrium potential during the Equilibrium time (see section 6.3).
Scanning the potential from the Start potential to the End potential.
Repeating steps ,  and  (see section 6.3).
Applying the Pause potential during the Pause time.
Repeating steps  to  if more than one measurement is specified.

Step  allows both to spread the Hg layer onto the Ir substrate and to strip any residual metal
accumulated in the Mercury layer during previous measurements. Steps  and  are used
only for anodic stripping techniques (i.e. ASV and SWASV) (see sections 6.4 and 6.3) and are
skipped for the other voltammetric techniques (i.e LSV, CV, SWV) by fixing the deposition and
equilibrium times to zero. For anodic stripping measurements, step  allows background
current measurement and subtraction (see sections 6.3 and 6.4), while, for the other voltammetric
techniques this step is similar to step
measurement cycle.
6.2



resulting in two replicate measurements for each

SETTING THE PARAMETERS

6.2.1 Windows VIPPlus Management software
In the Windows VIPPlus management software, the parameters of the measurement methods can
be modified in the Methods ITEM under the File MENU. The New or Edit commands show the
method set-up dialog box (see section 5.3) and the parameters for each measurement method can
be modified by creating or modifying an existing method. Methods are stored in text files and
saved in the “Method” sub-directory of the VIPPlus programme installation directory. To
perform a measurement, click on the Start measurement ITEM under the communication MENU
or use the toolbar assigned icon.
6.3

SQUARE WAVE VOLTAMMETRY
Square wave techniques are similar to differential pulse techniques to which they yield a
symmetrical peak-shaped current response curve and provide effective rejection of capacitive
currents. However, thanks in particular to the faster speed of square wave techniques, much
greater sensitivity and effective rejection of the background current (i.e. not only capacitive
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current but also any current that is independent of potential) are obtained with the square wave
techniques (for details see Osteryoung et al, 1985). The potential waveform applied as a function
of time to perform square wave voltammetric techniques is a combination of a large-amplitude
square wave modulation with a staircase waveform. The current is sampled at the end of each of
the forward and reverse pulses and then is separately averaged (see Figure 6-2). The final current
is expressed in terms of the resulting net current (i) coming from the difference between the
forward current (i1) and the reverse current (i 2). For a reversible electrode reaction, the reverse
current is significant, so the resulting net current is greater than either the forward or the reverse
currents (see Figure 6-1). Note: this is one reason for the greater sensitivity of square wave
compared with DPV. The magnitude of the reverse current can be also used to investigate the
reversibility of the electron transfer.
The sensitivity of square wave techniques can be increased significantly by using it in anodic
stripping mode. Square Wave Anodic Stripping Voltammetry (SWASV) consists of two distinct
steps: i) an electrochemical preconcentration performed by applying a constant potential over a
fixed time t, and ii) re-oxidation of the preconcentrated elements by scanning the potential from
the starting potential (usually identical to the deposition potential) to a more positive final
potential according to the square wave potential-time function. This technique is mainly used for
the detection of trace elements which form amalgams with Mercury. Due to the preconcentration
step, a much higher sensitivity can be obtained.
SWASV is a powerful tool for the determination of elements present in concentrations lower than
10-8M (i.e. ppb level and below). The potential-time function applied to perform SWASV
measurements with the VIPPlus is presented in Figure 6-2.

i
1.0

current (i)

0.5

i1

0.0

i2
-0.5
0.2

0.0

-0.2

-0.4

n(E-E 1/2) (V)
Figure 6-1: Example of the resulting net current (i) coming
from the difference between the forward current (i1) and the
reverse current (i2), for a reversible electrode reaction.
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Equilibration
step
Deposition
step

Equilibration
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ts

Esw
Stripping
ramp

Es

Background
ramp

ts

tp
1/f

Pre-cleaning step

Pre-cleaning step

Pause step

Time

Figure 6-2: Schematic diagram of the SWASV potential-time function used in the VIPPlus and
description of the SWASV parameters. Esw: pulse amplitude; Es: step amplitude; tp: pulse time; ts:
sampling time; f: frequency.
The main steps are:











Pre-Cleaning (at the user's defined cleaning potential and time).
Deposition (at the user's defined deposition potential and time).
Equilibration (at the user's defined equilibrium potential and time; usually, at the same
potential as the starting and/or the deposition potential).
Stripping ramp (with user's defined range, frequency, pulse amplitude, step and
measurement time).
Pre-Cleaning (at the user's defined cleaning potential and time).
Equilibration (at the user's defined equilibrium potential and time; usually at the same
potential than the starting and/or the deposition potential).
Background ramp.
Pause (at the user's defined pause potential and time).
Stand-by (at the user's defined standby potential, still being developed).

In the deposition step, as the cell voltage is maintained at a constant value, a part of the
analytes in the sample is deposited (reduced) onto the surface of the working electrode and forms
amalgams with Mercury.
A short equilibration step

 and  (e.g. 10s) is necessary before starting the scanning ramps.

Step  is used before the stripping ramp to achieve a uniform concentration distribution of the
metals deposited in the Mercury layer. Step  is needed before starting the background ramp to
let the capacitive current, produced by the sudden jump of the cell voltage, to decrease to a
minimum value, and thus, to ensure good fitting of the stripping and background baselines.
Step  is the stripping ramp where the cell voltage is scanned from the starting potential to the
ending potential. All the analytes reduced at the electrode surface during the deposition step are
then re-oxidized when reaching their specific potential (E ½) (see Table 6-1). The peak current, or
charge, is proportional to the total amount of material converted during the preconcentration step
which in turn is proportional to the concentration in the solution of the dissolved fraction of the
element.
In step , "pause" refers to a time delay at a defined potential that could be wanted between
linked measurements on the same sample.
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Step  is the stand-by potential which is still being developed. It should allow maintaining the
electrode at a fixed potential between measurements and/or automated pre-programmed
sequenced measurements.
The main differences between the functions of the VIPPlus and other commercial systems are:
i) The measurement method can be freely defined by the operator; no constraints exist on
the sample preparation and measurement technique set-up.

ii) A second potential scan (steps  to ) is performed under conditions identical to
those used for the stripping ramp, which allow background current measurement and
subtraction. It is to be noted that, when no deposition step is used, the background
signal is in fact similar to the stripping signal itself (see below).
Parameters example:
Stand-by potential (mV): 0
Cleaning potential (mV): -50
Cleaning time (s): 60
Deposition potential (mV): -1100
Deposition time (s): 300
Equilibrium potential (mV): -1100
Equilibrium time (s): 10
Start Ramp potential (mV): -1100
Final Ramp potential (mV): -50
Pulse Amplitude (mV): 25
Pulse step (mV): 8
Frequency (Hz): 200
Sampling window i1 (N. meas): 4
Sampling window i2 (N. meas): 4
Pause potential (mV): -50
Pause time (s): 0
The parameters pulse amplitude (Esw), pulse step (Es) and frequency (f) are defined in Figure 6-2.
The values chosen for these different parameters will strongly depend on the reversibility of the
system to be studied. They have thus to be optimized for the different target elements (see
sections 9.1 and 9.2) in order to reach the highest sensitivity without losing too much peak
resolution or increasing the background noise. The peak resolution is given by the peak width
that could be expressed as the half-height peak width (W½). A minimum value of W½ = 90.5/n mV
(where n is the number of electrons transferred; Osteryoung and O'Dea, 1986) is obtained for a
totally reversible system. In practice, W½ should not exceed 80 mV. Typical range values for these
parameters are: Esw: 12.5 to 50 mV; Es: 2 to 10 mV; f: 2 to 500 Hz. The sampling window (i 1 and i2)
refers to the number of data points sampled at the end of each pulse. The final current value is
thus an average of these points. The number of points chosen should depend on the scan rate; the
higher is the scan rate, the less number of data points can be sampled. The scan rate of square
wave voltammetric techniques is given by equation (4):
(4)

v = Es · f

where:
v: scan rate (mV/s) ;
Es: step amplitude (mV) ;
f: frequency (Hz: 1/s)
The same potential-time function is applied for direct SWV measurements, either with cathodic
or anodic sweep, except that the deposition step is skipped (i.e. deposition time = 0). In this case,
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the background ramp is in fact similar to the stripping ramp and thus two replicate measurements
are obtained for each measurement cycle.
Square wave techniques are used to monitor all the elements actually measurable with the
VIPPlus (see Table 6-1 and section 9).
Table 6-1: Electrode reactions at working electrode expected peak potentials vs. reference
electrode for the mentioned technique.
Reaction

Cu(Hg)o
Pb(Hg)o
Cd(Hg)o
Zn(Hg)o
Mno

Cu2+
Pb2+
Cd2+
Zn2+
Mn2+

+
+
+
+
+

2e2e2e2e2e-

Feo
Fe2+ + 2eo
HgS
+
H+ + 2eHS
+
Hgo
Hgo +
S2HgSo +
2e
2Hgo +2Cl- 
Hg2Cl2
+
2eO2 + 2H+ + 2e
H2O2
H2O2+2H++ 2e- 
2 H2O
*Hgo  Hg2+ + 2eHgo + 2 KCN- Hg(KCN)2+ 2e2H+ + 2e-  H2

Peak potential
E½ (mV)

Technique

-200a / +50b
-400a / -350b
-600a / -550b
-1000a / -900b
-1500b
-1300b
-600b

SWASV (see section 9.2)
SWASV (see section 9.2)
SWASV (see section 9.2)
SWASV (see section 9.2)
SWVc/SWASV (see
section 9.3)
SWVc
SWVc

-600b

SWVa

-300b

SWVa / SWASV

-200a,b (broad)

SWV a,c / SWASV

-1000a,b (broad)
+200a,b
0
-1000 to -1700 **

SWVa,c / SWASV
SWASV / SWV /LSV
LSV
SWASV / SWV /LSV

a: marine water; b: freshwater or 0.1M Suprapur NaNO 3 electrolyte
SWVc: square wave voltammetry with cathodic sweep; SWV a: square wave voltammetry with
anodic sweep.
*this reaction leads to an alteration of the Hg layer of the working electrode and should be
avoided, i.e. applied potential at Mercury coated microelectrode should be always lower than
+150 mV.
**reduction of hydrogen is strongly dependent of the nature of the media and the pH; this reaction
defines the limit of the Hg working electrode polarisation range while scanning towards negative
potentials.
6.4

LINEAR SWEEP VOLTAMMETRY (LSV) AND ANODIC STRIPPING VOLTAMMETRY (ASV)
In Linear Sweep Voltammetry (LSV), the potential is scanned linearly from a starting potential to
an ending potential at a constant scan rate.
Parameters example:
Start potential [mV]:-100
Final potential [mV]:-1000
Sampling rate [ms]:1000
Potential increment (resolution 250µV)
[µV]:250
Potential increment rate (resolution 50µs) [µs]:25000
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The potential increment represents the voltage increment that the polarograph uses to generate
the ramp from the start potential towards the final potential. The potential increment rate is the
time interval in microseconds between two consecutive potential steps. Therefore, the scan rate
v is calculated using equation (5).
(5)

v = Ei/t

where:
v: scan rate (V/s) ;
Ei: potential increment (µV) ;
t: time interval (µs).
For the example parameters listed above, the scan rate would be 0.010 V/s (10 mV/s).
The sampling rate or measurement period can be synchronized or not with the linear sweep ramp
generation.
As the maximum number of ramp step is 16384, the potential increment and time intervals must
be selected according to the desired scan rate and equation (6) to prevent the overload of the
VIPPlus capacity.

 E s  E f   16384

10

(6)

3

 Ei



where
Es: starting potential (mV) ;
Ef: final potential (mV) ;
Ei: potential increment (µV).
For the example parameters listed above, the number of steps would be 48. Because this value is
lesser than 16384, it means that using such conditions for a LSV measurement would never
overload the VIPPlus capacity.
In Anodic Stripping Voltammetry, a pre-concentration step is performed at a constant potential
over a pre-concentration time t. The potential is then linearly scanned from the starting potential
(usually identical to the deposition potential) to a more positive final potential in a manner similar
to the LSV. This technique is mainly used for the detection of elements which form amalgams
with Mercury. During the pre-concentration step, the target elements are reduced and preconcentrated in the Hg layer then re-oxidized during the anodic scan of the potential. Due to the
pre-concentration step, much higher sensitivities can be reached.
Parameters example:
Pre-cleaning potential [mV]:-100
Pre-cleaning time [s]: 60
Deposition potential [mV]:-1100
Deposition time [s]: 300
Start potential [mV]:-1000
Final potential [mV]:-100
Sampling rate [ms]:1000
Potential increment (resolution 250 µV) [µV]: 250
Potential increment rate (resolution 50 µs) [µs]: 25000
The scan rate, the potential increment and the potential increment rate are determined in a
manner similar to the LSV.
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6.5

CYCLIC VOLTAMMETRY
Cyclic voltammetry (CV) is a commonly used variation of LSV. In this technique, when the final
potential is reached, the scan direction is reversed and the same potential range is swept again in
the opposite direction. Therefore, the product of the electrochemical reaction on the forward scan
can be examined on the reverse scan. The whole potential range (i.e. forward and reverse
potential ramps) can be scanned over a chosen number of replicates to study the kinetic of
chemical reactions. This feature is one of the main reasons for the widespread use of this
technique. Potential parameters required are: the starting potential, the reverse potential (the
potential at which the direction of the scan is reversed) and the end potential. Potential sweeping
is done at a constant scan rate determined as for LSV (see section 6.4, equation (5)).
Parameters example:
Start potential [mV]: 600
Reverse potential [mV]: -200
Final potential [mV]: 600
Sampling rate [ms]:2000
Potential increment (resolution 250µV)
[µV]:500
Potential increment rate (resolution 50µs) [µs]:50000
CV is used in particular to characterize the newly produced working electrode.

6.6

CHRONOAMPEROMETRY
In chronoamperometry, a constant potential (chosen as a function of the Redox potential of the
target element) is applied over a time t.
Parameters example:
Potential [mV]:-400
Time [s]:360
Measurement period [ms]:2000
The current produced by the reduction or the oxidation of the electro active compound is
recorded at a given sampling time (i.e. measurement period). The quantity of the electro active
element reduced or oxidized during the time t can be estimated from the charge:
t

(7)

Q

 idt

t 0

This technique is used in particular for the Hg layer deposition on the Ir substrate of the gelintegrated working electrode.
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SET-UP OF THE VIPPLUS
Before performing in situ measurements, the VIPPlus must be first installed in the laboratory both
to test the proper functioning of the whole system and for calibration (see section 9). The
following sections describe the main steps of the set-up of the VIPPlus as schematized in Figure
7-1.
Figure 7-1: Schematic diagram of the set-up steps of the VIPPlus
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7.1

PLACEMENT AND CONNECTIONS
The following steps must be followed to install the VIPPlus in the laboratory:

•
•

Screw the specially designed titanium protective cage on the cover of the pressure case base.
Hold the VIPPlus in vertical position.

 Note: the VIPPlus must always be in this position while in use

•
•
•

Connect the surface deck unit (telemetry and power supply) to the VIPPlus upper flange using
the appropriate cables or connect the RS232 Laboratory cable and AC/DC power supply to the
VIPPlus upper flange.
Prepare the reagents bottles (for main reagent solution preparation, see section 7.3).
Install Teflon tubes in each reagent bottle and connect them to the exit of an N2 gas cylinder
using three-way manual valves.



•
•
•
•
7.2

Note: ideally, the gas should be humidified before bubbling in the reagent
solutions in order to prevent their evaporation. This is performed by passing
the gas through a water trap connected at the exit of the gas cylinder

Install the Tygon tube into the peristaltic rotor of the submersible pump.
Connect a Teflon tube to the Tygon tube corresponding to the entry of the peristaltic pump.
Connect a polyethylene tube between the Tygon tube (corresponding to the exit of the
peristaltic pump) and the input of the flow-through voltammetric cell located at the bottom of
the cell (see section 7.5).
Connect a polyethylene tube on the output of the flow-through cell and send the other end of
the tube to a waste container ( Note: pay attention to Mercury wastes!)

COMMUNICATION
The VIPPlus is able to communicate through two interfacing modes: the RS232C serial interface
and the optional telemetry interface. The OPTIONAL telemetry interface remedies the limitations
of the RS232C serial interface which is limited to a 200-metre cable length and needs 6 conductors.
When using the telemetry interface, a 2-wire cable is needed to connect the VIPPlus to the surface
portable deck unit.
Often, the cable length needed is the main criteria for choosing the interfacing mode: RS232C
serial interface or telemetry interface.
To work with the RS232C serial interface, connect the end of the cable having the six-pole female
connector on the VIPPlus upper flange. One of the double ends of this cable should be plugged
in the serial COM port of the PC and the other one (AC/DC Power Supply) to the mains socket.
Screw or rotate the magnetic switch into the VIPPlus's head upper flange to turn it ON. This
ON/OFF switch is an indispensable tool to use the VIPPlus as a data logger (see section 10.4). To
work with the optional telemetry interface, connect the cable end having the two-pole female
connector on the VIPPlus upper flange.
The other end of the cable must be connected to the surface portable deck unit. This deck unit is
then itself connected to the serial COM port of the PC computer using the appropriate cable
provided. Activate the system by switching the power ON of the surface portable deck unit
switch.
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In both cases, performing these procedures will switch the VIPPlus ON. An operating mode
should then be chosen to establish the communication between the PC and the VIPPlus (see
section 7.2.2).
7.2.1 Operating modes
The operator must control and configure the VIPPlus operating parameters and functions using
the VIPPlus Window Management software and the non-verbose mode. To work with the
Windows VIPPlus Management Software (see section 5), turn the computer ON and follow the
Start-up procedure. .
7.3

COMPOSITION AND PREPARATION OF THE MAIN REAGENTS
For the initial tests of the VIPPlus, some solutions have to be prepared. Afterwards, they will be
poured in the appropriate bottle connected when needed to the sampling pump tube. These
reagent solutions are mainly:

7.3.1 Solution for Mercury layer deposition
The electrochemical deposition of the Mercury layer onto the working electrode (see section 8.1)
is performed using the following solution:
5mM Hg(CH3COO)2 in 10-2M HClO4



Note: Solid Mercury acetate salt should be dissolved directly in the perchloric acid
solution to avoid formation and precipitation of insoluble mercuric oxide.

7.3.2 Solution for Mercury reoxidation
The electrochemical re-oxidation of the working electrode (see section 8.2) is performed using the
following solution:
1 M KSCN



Note: Mercury re-oxidation must be always performed in this solution and not in a
test sample! Complexation of electro-oxidized Mercury by thiocyanate prevents the
formation and deposition of insoluble mercuric oxide on the Ir-based substrate.

7.3.3 Standard solutions
The required solutions which must be absolutely prepared for the preliminary tests of trace metal
measurements with the VIPPlus are the following:








Individual stock solutions of Cu(II), Pb(II), Cd(II), Zn(II) in 10 -2M Suprapur HNO3
solution. These stock solutions are generally prepared from 1g/L Suprapur reagent
grade solutions for either atomic absorption spectroscopy (AAS) or inductively
coupled plasma-atomic emission spectroscopy (ICP-AES).
Note: metal concentration of the stock solutions should be in the µM range so
that they can be stored over long periods.
0.1M Suprapur NaNO3 solution
10-2M Suprapur HNO3 solution.

The baseline voltammograms obtained by square wave measurement cycles performed in 0.1 M
NaNO3 allow checking the proper functioning of the working electrode. They are also useful to
detect any contamination present in the fluidic system (i.e. sampling and pump tubes, flowthrough voltammetric cell). Square wave measurements cycles performed in standard trace metal
solutions (obtained by adding the appropriate volume of each metal stock solution to the 0.1M
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Suprapur NaNO3 solution) allow to check the reproducibility of replicate voltammetric
measurements and/or to calibrate the VIPPlus. The 10-2M Suprapur HNO3 solution and ultrapure
water are used successively to rinse out the fluidic system at the end of each experiment. They
are also used when contamination is observed.



Note: Never fill the flow-through Plexiglas voltammetric cell with solutions of pH
lower than 2 as it will cause irremediable damages to the Plexiglas.

The flow-through voltammetric cell of the VIPPlus must be always filled up with 0.1M Suprapur
NaNO3 when not in use. This is to ensure proper storage of the working electrode (see section
7.4.4) and to prevent the reference electrode ceramic junctions from drying (see section 7.5).
Details of optimal voltammetric parameters and conditions for trace metals measurements in
various media with the VIPPlus can be found in section 9.2.
7.4

PREPARATION OF THE WORKING ELECTRODE
As mentioned in section 3, novel gel-integrated working electrode have been specifically
developed to minimize fouling problems and to ensure reliable in situ voltammetric
measurements with the VIPPlus over an extended period of time. The procedure to cover the
working electrode with the agarose gel protective membrane, is described below.

7.4.1 Preparation of the agarose gel
The agarose membrane is prepared with 1.5% LGL agarose gel (Biofinex, Switzerland) according
to the method described in Tercier and Buffle (1996).
1) Heat ultra pure water to about 80°C in a water bath.
2) Add the appropriate volume of hot water to weighed agarose placed in a test tube to have
agarose/water 1.5% w/w.
3) Agitate vigorously the test tube and put it in the water bath for about 10min, i.e. until all
agarose dissolves and the gel becomes transparent.
4) Turn off the heating source and keep the test tube in the water bath until all the air
bubbles in the gel disappear.
At this stage, the agarose gel is ready for covering the working electrode.
7.4.2 Covering Working electrode with agarose gel
To cover the working electrode surface with an agarose gel membrane, the following procedure
must be performed:
1) Control the working electrode Iridium substrate surface under the microscope to verify
that no impurities on the Ir surfaces are present. If dust is observed, rinse thoroughly the
microelectrode arrays with ultra-pure water, wait for complete evaporation of the water
and control the surface under the microscope again. If no improvement is observed,
another microelectrode should be used instead.
2) Prepare the hot agarose gel solution (see section 7.4.1).
3) Dip the tip (~1cm) of the working electrode in the heated 1.5% agarose solution (*).
4) Quickly remove the gel outside the containment ring with a clean tissue.
5) Leave the agarose gel layer placed on the working electrode to cool at room temperature
for approximately one minute.
6) Follow the conditioning procedure described in section 7.4.4.
(*) The gel thickness is very reproducible as it is controlled by the 300m thick Epon SU8 ring
deposited and patterned around the array.
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7.4.3 Conditioning and storage of Working electrode
Freshly prepared working electrode have to be conditioned before their first use. To do this,
immerse the tip of the working electrode in ultra-pure water for 30 minutes and then store it in a
0.1M Suprapur NaNO3 solution for at least 3 hours before its first use. Between experiments, the
working electrode must also be stored in a 0.1M Suprapur NaNO3 solution.
Under good storing conditions, the same gel can be used for at least one month. The working
electrode lifetime is however shorter than one month. It thus implies that the agarose membrane
is prepared only once for each working electrodes.
7.4.4 Equilibration of gel-integrated Working electrode with the samples
When an agarose membrane is covering a working electrode, a time delay should be respected to
allow equilibration of the gel with the test solution. For a totally inert membrane towards
analytes, this equilibration time depends on the thickness of the membrane placed on the
sensor surface and on the diffusion coefficient of the analyte inside the membrane, according
to equation (8) (Jost, 1960):

 C C 
Dt
ln sol
 = 0.2306 - 2.452 2
l
 Csol  Cm 

(8)

where:

D: diffusion coefficient (cm2/s); t: time (s); l: agarose thickness (cm); Csol: solution
concentration; C: concentration at the working electrode surface at a time t and x=0
(mole/cm3); Cm: initial uniform concentration in the gel for 0<x<l and t=0 (mole/cm3).

Equation 8 has been verified experimentally by studying in detail the diffusion processes as a
function of time of: i) potassium hexacyanoferrate(III) at working electrode and ii) Pb(II) and
Cd(II) at Hg-plated working electrode, covered with various thicknesses of agarose gel
membrane, using either chronoamperometry, SWCSV or SWASV (see: Tercier et al, 1996;
Belmont-Hébert et al, 1998). Typical curves obtained are shown in Figures 7-2 and 7-3.
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Figure 7-2: Diffusion profiles of hexacyanoferrate(III) measured using the working electrode. A:
Repeated measurements of diffusion in a 375µm thick 1.5% agarose gel (a) towards the
microelectrode arrays’ surface and (b) from the working electrode’s surface; measurements
without gel. B: Diffusion towards different working electrodes surface with different gel
thicknesses. Solid line curves: theoretical data based on equation (8) for D = 4.2·10-10 m2/s. Solution
of 6M hexacyanoferrate(III) in deoxygenated 1M NaNO3. Applied potential: 0V. C: Influence of
the gel thickness (l2) on the equilibration time (t90). Comparison of the experimental data () with
the theoretical values according to equation (8) (solid line), using D = 4.2·10-10 m2/s.
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Figure 7-3: Diffusion of Pb(II) and Cd(II) through a 600µm thick agarose gel, towards a µ-AMMIA
surface. Measured by SWASV in a deoxygenated solution of 9.65µM Pb(II) and 8.89µM Cd(II) in
0.1M NaNO3. Hg diameter: 6.6µm. Deposition potential: -1100mV, deposition time: 5s, final
potential: -100mV, pulse amplitude: 25mV, step amplitude: 8mV and frequency: 50Hz. A:
Repeated measurements for t=0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10, 15, 20, 30 and 60min. B: Corresponding
diffusion profiles of Pb(II) and Cd(II).
Diffusion coefficients were found to be independent of the gel thickness (as expected for inert
membranes) and lower than in free solution with a ratio D in agarose gel/Din free solution  0.55 for all the
elements tested. Excellent fitting was obtained between measured and calculated equilibration
times as a function of the gel membrane thickness l (Figure 7-2 C).
Inertness of the agarose protective gel membrane has been demonstrated and the diffusion
experimental data is in agreement with the theory. Equilibration time values can thus be
calculated for any gel agarose membrane thickness from equation (8) using: C/Csol = 0.95 (i.e. 95%
equilibration), Cm negligible, Din agarose gel = Din free solution x 0.55. Typical equilibration times that must
be used for membrane thickness in the range 300 to 700 m are listed in Table 7-1.
Table 7-1: Typical equilibration times that must be used for
membrane thickness in the range 300 to 700 m.
Membrane thickness l
*teq-95% [min]
[µm]





300
4.9
400
8.8
500
13.7
600
19.7
700
26.6
* determined using DCd(II) in agarose gel
Note: for working electrode an equilibration time of 5min can always be used as the
membrane thickness is controlled by the 300 m Epon SU8 containment ring.
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7.5

ASSEMBLING OF THE VOLTAMMETRIC FLOW-THROUGH CELL
The general description and the schematic diagram of the VIPPlus voltammetric flow-through
cell is given in section 2.1.2. The below step by step procedure guides the operator in assembling
the flow-through cell.
•

First of all complete the preparation of the
working electrode and then prepare the
reference and the counter electrodes.

•

Check the integrity of the O-ring installed on
the electrodes head. If needed replace the Oring with a new one.

•

Unscrew the three white plastic nuts (M6) on
the lover titanium rods and remove the
titanium protection ring. Unscrew the three
titanium rods

•

Gently remove the cell housing from the
bottom flange.

•

Gently remove the semi-transparent flow
through cell from the cell housing.

•

Disconnect the four male plugs if installed
from the female connectors located on the
bottom flange.

•

Wear protective “Vinyl” glows and gently screw-in the three electrodes in the assigned
position, starting from the central position (reference electrode) and then screw-in the
working and the counter electrodes. Tighten well the three electrodes to guarantee
tightness to avoid that the pressurized sample fill the cell housing damaging the
female connectors installed in the bottom flange.

•

Plug one by one the electrodes plug in the
female connector located on the bottom
flange. Plug the electrode matching the
wire colours and the labels (W.E.; R.E.;
C.E.) present on the bottom flange. Insert
the shield plug (yellow wire) into the GND
connector.

•

Reinstall the cell housing into the bottom
flange.

•

Gently insert the flow-through cell with
the assembled electrodes in the cell
housing paying attention that the
electrode heads do not interfere with the connectors.

•

Screw-in the three titanium rods

•

Place again the protective ring on the lover rods and screw-in the three white plastic nuts.
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•

Screw-in the male nuts mounted on the Teflon tubes of the input and output of the flowthrough cell. Put the output tube in a waste container;
( Note: pay attention to Mercury wastes!)

•

Connect the input tube to the submersible pump.

•

Run the pump and fill the flow-through cell with an electrolyte solution
(i.e. 0.1 M Suprapur NaNO3; see section 7.6)

•

The VIPPlus is ready to start the measurements.

 Note: NEVER TEST THE CONTINUITY OF THE WORKING ELECTRODE,
a common ohmmeter will irremediable damage the working electrode !
 Note: to prevent the reference electrode ceramic junction from drying, the flowthrough cell when not in use should always be filled with an electrolyte solution (i.e.
0.1M Suprapur NaNO3) with no air bubbles on the junction. When not in use for days
the reference electrode should be removed and fitted in its storage cap half filled with
the “Reference Sensors Storage Solution” provided in the accessories (to allow
insertion squeeze the storage cap).
This action enrich the inside gel of the reference electrode with KCl
Table 7-2: Flow-through cell and gel membranes maintenance résumé.
Part
reference electrode

Action
Check it every month
if exhausted or contaminated

working electrode with newly

30-minute conditioning in water

prepared gel membrane
working electrode gel membrane

At least 3-hour storage in 0.1M NaNO3
Replace every month

7.6

FILLING OF THE FLOW-THROUGH CELL
To fill the flow-through cell with 0.1M Suprapur NaNO3 solution, the operator activates the
sampling pump with the command in the communication menu of the VIPPlus Windows
Management software.



Note: never fill the flow-through voltammetric cell with a solutions lower than
pH 2 as this will cause irremediable damages to the cell.

Correct fluidic conditions allow the renewal of the sample in the cell without carry-over effects.
This is obtained when a flow volume of three times the total volume of the whole fluidic system
(cell volume: 1.5ml, fluidic tubing: 1ml) is used, in this case: 7.5ml. Another parameter to be
considered is the pumping time. The required pumping should last at least 60 seconds. The flow
rate should be fixed to 7.5ml/min (adjusted by choosing the best pump tubing available). The
minimum flushing time should be settled to 60s.
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To empty the cell remove the sampling tube from any solution and activate the pump until all
the liquid has been removed from the fluidic system. This is done using the Windows VIPPlus
management software communication commands.
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MERCURY-PLATED GEL-INTEGRATED WORKING ELECTRODES
General description and features of Hg-plated working electrodes are given in section 3.2. The
Hg layer can also be electroplated and re-oxidized through the protective agarose gel membrane
for the working electrodes (Tercier et al (1996), Belmont et al (1998)). Optimal analytical conditions
and steps for both procedures are given below.

8.1

MERCURY LAYER ELECTROPLATING
The Mercury layer is electroplated onto the Iridium substrate at -400mV (vs. Ag/AgCl/KCl
saturated gel//1M NaNO3) in a deoxygenated 5mM Hg(CH3COO)2, 10-2M HClO4 solution (for
solution preparation see section 7.3). This is performed after equilibration of the agarose
protective gel membrane (see section 7.4.5) using chronoamperometry (see section 6.6).
Deoxygenation of the solution is recommended to prevent the formation of insoluble mercuric
oxide on the Ir surface of the electrode. This is performed by bubbling N 2 (99.99% purity) in the
mercuric solution for at least 15 minutes. The gas should then be humidified by passing through
a water trap to prevent evaporation of the solution (see section 7.1).
Under the above conditions, the electro-deposition of Hg follows the behaviour expected for the
spherical growth of a Mercury nucleus, i.e. the deposited Mercury has a radius linearly
proportional to t1/2 according to:

rHg =

(9)

2MDCt
 1x104
n

where:
rHg dep: radius of the deposited Mercury in µm
M:
atomic weight of Mercury = 200.59 g/mol
D:
diffusion coefficient of Hg(II) in the agarose gel : Din free solution x 0.55 = 5.83 x 10-6 cm2/s
(see section 7.4.5)
C:
concentration of Hg(II) = 5 x 10-6 mol/ml
t:
deposition time in s

Mercury density at 25°C = 13.55 g/ml
n:
number of electrons transferred = 2
8.1.1 Important points to consider to prepare a Working electrode
A) To ensure complete covering of the Ir substrate, and thus reproducible subsequent
voltammetric measurements using the working electrode, the deposition time should be
chosen so as to obtain a Mercury layer having a geometry between an hemisphere and a
sphere (i.e. the Hg layer radius should be slightly larger than the Ir substrate radius). A
theoretical deposition time for a hemispherical geometry (i.e. rHg dep = rIr substrate) is estimated from
equation (9


For the working electrode, the same deposition time can always be used as the Ir substrates have a
constant radius of 2.5µm. However, due to the slight hydration of the Si3N4 passivation layer (see
section 3.1.2), two deposition times are generally used: 6 minutes for their first week of use and 7
minutes for the rest of their life time (see section 8.1.2 below).
The effective Hg radius is calculated with equation (10) from the charge Qred (obtained by the
integration of the deposition curve (see Figure 8-1), i = f (t) with equation (11)).

(10)

rHg dep 

3

M  Q red  3
 1x104
F    n  4

where:
rHg dep: experimental radius of the deposited Mercury in µm
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M:

molecular weight of Mercury = 200.59 g/mol

Qred: charge consumed during the Hg deposition on Ir surface in C (i.e (C) = (A)(s) see eq.
(11))
F:
Faraday constant = 96484.6 C/mol
:
Mercury density at 25°C =13.55 g/ml
n:
number of electrons transferred = 2






Note: The working electrode charge Qred has to be divided by 100 in equation (11) to
obtain the averaged Mercury radius for each microelectrode.
t

(11)

Qred =

 i  dt

t 0

where:
i:
t:

current produced by the reduction of Hg (A)
deposition time (s)

B) As shown in equation (9), the radius of the deposited Mercury layer is depending also on the
concentration of the mercuric solution used for electroplating. Thus, to ensure reproducible
Mercury deposition, the Hg(II) concentration must be well controlled. The dilution of the
electroplating solution by any solution remaining in the measurement cell has to be avoided
(see section 8.1.2).




Note: Voltammetric signals measured using Hg-plated working electrode are
proportional to the amount of Mercury electroplated. Reproducibility of the Mercury
depositions is thus important as it allows readily comparison of voltammetric data
obtained on different Mercury layers deposited on a given working electrode.

8.1.2 Successive steps of the Mercury deposition
The steps below must be followed to prepare the working electrode.








Empty the flow-through cell, remove the working electrode and dry the cell with a clean
tissue.
Control the reference electrode .
Re-install the working electrode (either a used one or a new one, see section 7.4).
Manually connect the cell with the mercury solution container and then activate the pump
to rinse and fill the cell with the Mercury deposition solution.
Wait during the antifouling membrane equilibration time.
Start the automated Mercury deposition cycle (see section 8.1.3) which will do:
i) Automated formation of an air bubble in the fluidic system.
ii) Automated filling of the cell with the Mercury solution (with respect to the
sampling pump time selected).
ii) Applying of the deposition potential (i.e. -400mV) during the appropriate
deposition time (see section 8.1.1).
iii) Sampling, display and storage of the time and current at the end of each
measurement period over the total deposition time.
iv) Automated flush of the measurement cell: formation of an air bubble and filling of
the cell with the sample solution (with respect to the sampling pump time
selected).

Step  is important to avoid dilution of the mercuric solution and thus to ensure reproducible
Mercury deposition (see point B above).
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Typical Mercury deposition curves obtained when preparing a working electrode are shown in
Figure 8-1.

Figure 8-1: Typical Mercury deposition curve obtained in 5mM Hg(CH3COO)2, 102M HClO4 deoxygenated solution. Deposition potential: -400 mV A)Deposition
time: 480s. B)Deposition time 360s.

Note: the Mercury deposition curves give good information on the proper functioning of
the working electrode used. In particular: i) the Hg reduction current should increase as a
function of the deposition time similarly to the curves shown in Figure 8-1, ii) the starting
current should be smaller than 2 µA (note: the starting current of new prepared working
electrode is below 1 µA. The starting current slightly increases as a function of the arrays'
using time. This is due to the slow hydration of their Si3N4 passivation layer (see section
3.1.2), iii); reproducible Hg radius within +/- 0.5 µm, calculated using equations (10) and
(11), should be obtained for replicate depositions on a given working electrode. When one
or more of these conditions are not encountered, the Mercury layer should be reoxidized
(see section 8.2) and a new Hg deposition cycle performed. If no improvement is obtained
throw away the used working electrode and replace it with a new prepared one (see
section 7.4.3).
If points i) to iv) are met, the VIPPlus is ready to start trace metal measurements (see
section 9).
Note: Time intervals longer than 30 minutes between the Mercury layer deposition and
the voltammetric measurements should be avoided to ensure proper functioning of the
working electrodes (see section 9).
8.1.3 Setting the parameters
In the Windows VIPPlus Management software, the parameters of the Mercury deposition cycle
can be edited in the Methods ITEM under the File MENU. The New or Edit measurement method
dialog box will open and the deposition parameters could be modified. The sample pump time
and the other parameters concurring to the deposition of the Hg-Mercury film must be corrected
and saved in a method file. The method file should be uploaded in the VIPPlus and then the Hgfilm deposition could start by means of the “Start measurement” command. The Mercury layer
deposited onto the Iridium substrate is removed by scanning the potential linearly from -300mV
to +300mV at 5mV/s, in a deoxygenated 1M KSCN solution (see section 7.3.2) using LSV
voltammetry (see section 6.4). As discussed in section 3.2.2, this procedure allows both a
reproducible determination of the charge Qox (see equation (12)) and prevents the formation and
deposition of insoluble mercuric oxide at the Ir surface as the electro-oxidized Mercury is
complexed by SCN-. The electroplated Mercury should be removed when:
i) A bad shape deposition curve has been obtained (see section 8.1.2).
ii) The working electrode is not working properly.
iii) The analysis and calibration are completed.
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iv) The working electrode is going to be left in an open circuit for more than 20 hours.


Note: each time the Mercury film needs to be removed, the re-oxidation procedure should
be repeated twice to ensure that all the Mercury has been re-oxidized.
Typical re-oxidation curves obtained for a working electrode are shown in Figure 8-2. The reoxidation charge (Qox) can be calculated from the area of the re-oxidation peak according to
equation (12):

Qox =

(12)
where
A:
v:

A
=
v

 idE
v

Area of the re-oxidation peak (A·V) (obtained by integration of the peak)
Scanning rate, here 0.005 V/s (i.e. 5 mV/s)

and compared with the reduction charge (Qred) measured during the Mercury electroplating (see
section 8.1.1). The ratio (Qox)/ (Qred) should be in the range 0.7 to 0.8 for a working electrode. To
ensure the correct determination of the charge (Qox), the chemical oxidation of Hg by SCN- must
be minimized. This is achieved by starting the reoxidation cycles right after the cell has been
filled with the SCN- solution and the agarose membrane has been equilibrated using the
minimum equilibration time required (see section 7.4.5).

Figure 8-2: Typical Mercury layer reoxidation curve. 1M KSCN
deoxygenated solution. on a µ-AMMIA.
8.1.4 Successive steps of the Mercury re-oxidation
The steps for performing a Mercury electro-oxidation should be:

 Manually connect the pump tube to the container with ultra pure water and then activate the
pump to rinse the cell.

 Manually connect the pump to the container with the 1M KSCN Mercury re-oxidation solution
and then activate the pump to rinse and fill the cell degassing with N2 for at least 15 minutes.

 Wait during the antifouling membrane equilibration time.
 Start the automated Mercury re-oxidation cycle (see section 8.2.2) which will do:
i)
ii)

Automated formation of an air bubble in the fluidic system.
Automated filling of the cell with the 1M KSCN solution (with respect to the sampling
pump time selected).
iii) Scanning linearly the potential from -300mV to 300mV with a scan rate of 5mV/s.
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iv) Sampling, display and storage of the re-oxidation time and current within the
measurement period over the total measurement time (i.e. total measurement time =
(Start E-End E)/v see section 6.4)
v) Automated flush of the measurement cell: air bubble and filling of the cell with the
washing solution (with respect to the sampling pump time selected). Note: usually, the
washing solution is ultra pure water.


Note: the re-oxidation peak should reach its maximum at E  0mV (see Table 6-1). The
LSV voltammograms obtained will give good indications on any drift of the reference
electrode (see section 11). Well resolved re-oxidation peaks without any shouldering, as
shown in Figure 8-2, should be obtained. Deformation of the peak could be due to either
a slight oxidation of the Mercury layer or to the adsorption of one compound at the surface
of the working electrode. In this last case, an Hg deposition cycle followed by a reoxidation cycle should be performed. If no improvement of the Hg re-oxidation peak is
observed and/or too small values are obtained for Qred and/or Qox data throw away the
used working electrode and replace it with a new prepared one (see section 7.4.3).
8.1.5 Setting the parameters
In the Windows VIPPlus management software, the parameters of the Mercury re-oxidation cycle
can be edited in the Methods ITEM under the File MENU. The New or Edit measurement method
dialog box will open and the re-oxidation parameters could be modified. The sample pump time
and the other parameters concurring to the Hg-film re-oxidation must be modified. At the end of
the modification, the method must be stored in a file and afterwards downloaded in the VIPPlus.
The Hg-Film re-oxidation can be initiated by means of the “Start measurement” command
available under the Communication menu.
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LABORATORY MEASUREMENTS OF TRACE ELEMENTS
In its present state, the VIPPlus, using a working electrode (see sections 3 and 8.1), allows the
measurement of the mobile fraction (see section 3) of the following elements: Cu(II), Pb(II), Cd(II),
Zn(II), Mn(II), Fe(II) and S(-II) using either SWASV or SWV (see section 6.3). The metals Cu(II),
Pb(II), Cd(II) and Zn(II) can be measured simultaneously as well as Mn(II) and Fe(II). The
instructions on how to set the parameters for voltammetric measurements and the steps of the
automated measurement cycle performed by the VIPPlus are described in section 6.2 and 6.1
respectively. Before starting a new trace element measurement cycle, the following steps must be
performed:
• Preparation of the working electrode (see section 8.1 and subsections).
• Spreading and equilibration of the Hg-layer by performing 3 replicate SWASV measurements
in N2 degassed 0.1M Suprapur NaNO3 solution (deposition time = 5min, other parameters as
in Table 9-1). This should be done directly after the Mercury deposition to allow optimal
stability of the Hg layer.
After these two steps, the following experiments can be performed:

Optimization of the voltammetric and analytical conditions.
Tests of the stability and reliability of working electrode under the optimal conditions defined
in  .
 Calibration for the target elements using the optimal conditions defined in .
 Laboratory measurements of collected samples.
The VIPPlus has been thoroughly tested in laboratory by performing the above experiments for
trace metals (i.e. Cu(II), Pb(II), Cd(II) and Zn(II)) and Mn(II) measurements. The optimal
conditions and the recommended procedures for these measurements are reported in sections 9.1
and 9.2 for trace metals and Mn(II) respectively. Systematic tests are still underway for Fe(II) and
S(-II) and the appropriate conditions will be added when completed. It is to be noted that good
results have already been obtained for simultaneous Fe(II) and Mn(II) measurements performed
using the optimal conditions defined for Mn(II).
9.1

DATA PROCESSING
After a square wave measurement cycle, the stripping and background voltammograms are
stored in the voltammeter electronics memory. The required steps for the determination of
concentrations from these voltammograms should be:
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)
v)

Smoothing of the stripping and background voltammograms.
Subtraction of the background voltammogram from the stripping voltammogram.
Correction of the baselines of the voltammograms (optional, still being developed).
Peaks identification (optional, still being developed).
Peak weighing against a chosen calibration curve for calculation of concentrations.

Digital smoothing is used to remove unwanted noise from the electrochemical signal thereby
improving the signal-to-noise ratio. In all data manipulation programmes, attempts are made not
to bias the signal. In the modified 7-point Savitkzy-Golay smoothing, data is examined in 7-point
blocks. Within each block, data is averaged around a central value (the fourth point). The larger
the number of points (or smoothing order), the greater the smoothing. However, signal
correctness must be taken into consideration, because a large smoothing order significantly
modifies the signal shape. Therefore, some important information can be lost because simply
smoothed too much.
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After smoothing, the background voltammogram is subtracted from the stripping
voltammogram to remove background currents (see Figure 9-1).
Figure 9-1: Simultaneous SWASV measurements performed with a µ-AMMIA in a 17.2nM Zn(II),
3.8nM Cd(II), 3.6nM Pb(II) and 5.9nM Cu(II), N2 degassed 5mM Suprapur NaNO3 solution. A:
voltammogram 1 correspond to the stripping scan and 2 to the background scan. B: the resulting
current from the subtraction of the background scan from the stripping scan. SWASV conditions
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used: pre-cleaning E = +100 mV ; pre-cleaning t = 60 s ; deposition E = -1200 mV ; deposition t = 5
min ; equilibration E = -1200 mV ; equilibration t = 10s ; final E = + 100 mV ; pulse amplitude = 25
mV ; step amplitude = 8 mV ; frequency = 200 Hz.
9.2

CU(II), PB(II), CD(II),ZN(II) MEASUREMENTS
Systematic and simultaneous laboratory measurements of trace metals concentrations in the
range 1 to 20nM have been performed, using the VIPPlus in the following media:
•
•
•
•
•
•

A: 5x10-3M to 0.1M Suprapur NaNO3 solutions
B: 5x10-3M to 0.1M Suprapur NaNO3 solutions, acidified at pH 2 with Suprapur HNO3
C: 0.1M Suprapur NaNO3, pH 6.7 10-2M MES buffered solutions
D: 5x10-3M Ca(HCO3)2 synthetic freshwater solutions
E: lake or river freshwater samples filtered on a 0.2 m pore membrane
F: lake or river freshwater samples filtered on a 0.2 m pore membrane, acidified at pH 2 with
Suprapur HNO3
• G: synthetic marine water solution (Instant Ocean)
• H: raw marine water samples or UV irradiated marine water samples
• I: raw marine water samples or UV irradiated marine water samples acidified at pH 2 with
Suprapur HNO3
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The measurements were performed either in degassed or in oxygen saturated media (for details
see section 9.2.3).
Typical SWASV voltammograms obtained for the simultaneous measurements of the four metals
under the optimal conditions are shown on Figure 9-2.
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Figure 9-2: Simultaneous SWASV measurements of Zn(II), Cd(II), Pb(II) and Cu(II) in a N 2
degassed 5mM Suprapur NaNO3 solution. The effect of the deposition time is represented as:
Deposition time: 5min (curve 1); 10min (curve 2) and 15min (curve 3). Other conditions as in
Figure 9-1.
9.2.1 SWASV parameters
The optimal conditions for the SWASV parameters as a function of the medium are reported in
Table 9-1. Under these conditions high reproducibility and reliability are obtained (see section
9.2.2 and 9.2.3) for the simultaneous measurements of the four metals. The background noise is
very low (typically 50pA or below; see Figure 9-2).
Table 9-1: Optimal conditions for simultaneous SWASV trace metal measurements in
different media
Step

Stand-by
Number of
linked
meas.
Cleaning

IDRONAUT

Medium

Tested conditions

Not used
1

+100/+150 mV; 60s

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

I

1

1

1

2

2

1

2

2

1

,

,

,

,

,

,

3

3

3

3

3

3

✓ ✓

✓

✓ ✓ ✓

✓

✓

✓

✓ ✓

✓

✓ ✓ ✓

✓

✓

✓

✓ ✓

✓

✓ ✓ ✓
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✓

0mV; 60s
Deposition

-1400mV; 300 to
900s

✓

-1200mV; 300 to
900s

Equilibrium
Starting
potential
Final potential

+100/+150mV
Pause

-80mV; 0s

Pulse
Amplitude
Pulse Step

25mV
8mV

Frequency

✓ ✓

Dep. Potential
-50/0mV

200Hz

✓
✓

✓

✓

-1300mV; 300 to
900s

-1000mV; 300 to
900s
Dep. Potential; 10s

✓
✓

✓
✓

 

✓

✓

✓ ✓ ✓

✓

✓

✓

✓ ✓ ✓

✓

✓

✓ ✓

✓

✓

✓

✓ ✓ ✓
✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓   
✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

1: N2 degassed solution; 2: N2/CO2 degassed solution; 3: O2 saturated solution


9.2.1.1

Note: The detection limits reached for a 15-minute pre-concentration time were found to be:
50pM for Pb (II) and Cd (II), 200pM for Cu (II) and 400pM for Zn (II).
SWASV conditions similar for all the media
Square wave parameters: results of Table 8-1 show that the same conditions for i) the pulse
amplitude; ii) step amplitude and iii) frequency, square wave parameters can be used for all the
media tested.
 Note: these parameters have been optimized in order to reach the highest sensitivity
and the best resolution (see section 6.3) for the four trace metal signals when their
measurements are performed simultaneously.
Stand-by potential: as mentioned in section 6.3, the stand-by feature is still being developed. The
stand-by potential is the potential applied between measurements and/or automated preprogrammed sequenced measurements. For trace metals analysis, it was observed that excellent
reliability of the signals was obtained when no stand-by potential was used, i.e. the working
microelectrode can be disconnected between each cycle of measurements.

9.2.1.2

SWASV conditions which must be adjusted as a function of the media
Potential range: the voltage range must be chosen according to the studied species and the
solution type. The oxidation of Mercury (see Table 6-1) is often the limiting factor when scanning
towards the positive potentials. On the voltammograms, this reaction will appear as a wall
starting between 0mV to + 200mV depending on the media.



Note: oxidation of the Mercury layer on the working electrode leads to a decrease of
the measured peak current intensity or to a complete lost of the signal. To define the
optimal final potential in a given media and to allow good resolution of the Cu(II)
peak without the occurrence of the Mercury oxidation, replicate measurements
should be performed by changing the final potential by steps of +50mV, beginning
with -50mV, for each measurement cycle.
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The pH is playing an important role when scanning potential towards negative values. Reduction
of the H+ proton is occurring at negative potentials (see Table 6-1). On the voltammograms, it will
appear as a wall starting near -1000mV in acidic solutions (pH 2) to -1600 mV for anoxic
freshwater. This reaction is the main limit of the Hg electrode potential range while scanning
towards the negative potentials.



Note: Reduction of the H+ proton produces hydrogen bubbles at the working
electrode surface which may cause interference on the measurements or even the
destruction of the Mercury layer. Thus, the final potential must be also carefully
chosen following the procedure mentioned in the above note with the exception that
steps of -50mV must be tried with a final potential beginning with i) -1000mV for
standard electrolyte solutions with pH in the range 2 to 6; ii) -1200mV for untreated
marine water and iii) -1400mV for untreated anoxic freshwater.

Cleaning: The cleaning step allows both the spreading of the Hg layer onto the Ir substrate and
the stripping of any residual metal accumulated during previous measurements. A 60s cleaning
time has been found to be efficient for both processes. The cleaning potential must be adjusted to
a value where the analyte is not electroactive. In practice, the cleaning potential is generally equal
to the final potential. For simultaneous measurements of Zn(II), Cd(II), Pb(II) and Cu(II), a
potential of -50mV to +150mV is used depending on the media (see Table 9-1 and section A
above).




Note: in the media where the Cu(II) peak potential is very close to the Mercury
oxidation potential, a pre-cleaning time of 0s should be selected during the replicate
measurements performed to define the optimal final potential (see above).

Deposition: For stripping techniques, a linear relationship between the peak current and the
deposition time should be observed. The deposition time should be chosen upon the sample
concentration range expected, typically for trace metals: 5min for a 1 to 20nM range and 15min
for concentration  1nM (see section 9.2.1 for the detection limits of the different trace metals).
The deposition potential should be fixed at a more negative potential than all the redox potential
of the target elements but not too negative to prevent H+ proton reduction (see above). For Zn(II),
Cd(II), Pb(II) and Cu(II), the deposition potential should be in the range of -1000 to -1400mV
depending on the medium's pH (see Table 9-1).
9.2.2 Calibration of the VIPPlus
Calibrations should be first performed by standard additions of the different trace metals in N 2
degassed 0.1M Suprapur NaNO3 solutions using the optimal SWASV parameters for this
particular medium (see Table 9-1). The concentration range for the calibration of trace metals
should be in the range of 1 to 20nM, i.e. not too high compared to the concentrations expected in
different aquatic media and not too low in order to allow control of the concentration in the
different standard solutions. At least, two replicate measurements should be performed for each
standard solution. It is also recommended to study the influence of the deposition time, typically
in the range 5 to 15 minutes.
Afterwards, calibrations should be also performed in a media similar to the application foreseen,
i.e. freshwater or marine water. Solutions degassed with N2/CO2, either synthetic freshwater or
marine water are generally used. Calibrations could be also performed in natural samples but in
this particular case, the raw samples need to be filtered on a 0.2 µm pore size membrane and UV
irradiated in order to avoid adsorption/complexation of the added trace metals with organic
matter.



Note: When degassing natural samples with N 2, the CO2 is eliminated together with
O2 resulting in an increase of the sample's pH. To compensate for the CO 2
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elimination, and thus to maintain the pH close to its natural value, an N2/CO2 gas
mixture is used. Depending on the proportion of both gases in the mixture, a precise
pH in the range 6 to 8.5 can be adjusted and maintained. To do this, the gas mixture
must be simultaneously bubbled in the sample to be measured and in a similar
sample placed in a second cell where the pH is monitored continuously.



Note: Similar calibration curve slopes should be obtained for all other media. If not,
either the reliability of the sensor (see section 9.4) or the resistivity of the reference
electrode (see section 11) should be tested. Irreproducibility of the calibrations slopes
could also be due to the presence of complexing compounds adsorbed on the entire
fluidic system (i.e. sampling tubing and flow-through voltammetric cell) coming
from previous measurements of natural samples. To avoid this problem, the fluidic
system should be cleaned after extensive measurements of natural samples (in
laboratory or in situ). To do this, the following solutions should be pumped
sequentially through the fluidic system: 10 -2M Suprapur HNO3 solution, ultra pure
water, diluted NaOH solution at a maximum pH of 8 and ultra pure water. A 30minute delay should be allowed with both acidic and basic solutions before rinsing
with ultra pure water. This washing procedure should be repeated at least three
times.

Typical calibration slopes to be obtained for the different trace metals are given in Table 9-2. These
data are averaged values of calibration slopes obtained in different media: N 2 degassed 5x10-3M
or 0.1M Suprapur NaNO3 solutions, synthetic or treated N2/CO2 degassed natural freshwater, O2
saturated synthetic or UV irradiated marine waters.
The measurements were performed using: i) different deposition times (5 or 15min); ii) different
working electrodes and iii) a new Mercury layer for each calibrations.
Table 9-2: Averaged values of calibration slopes for Cu(II), Pb(II), Cd(II) and Zn(II) obtained
using both sensors in different media using different deposition times and new Mercury layer
between each calibration.
Averaged calibration slopes (pA/nM min)
rHg (µm)
Cu(II)
Pb(II)
Cd(II)
Zn(II)
µAMMIA
N

820±25

1070±25

680±50

370±50

5.2 to 5.8

4

8

5

4

---

µAMMIE
N

17±3

19±2

15±2.5

---

6 to 8

3

6

5

N: number of individual calibration slope
 Note: The detection limits reached for a 15-minute preconcentration time were found
to be: 50pM for Pb(II) and Cd(II), 200pM for Cu(II) and 400pM for Zn(II).
9.2.3 Interferences
9.2.3.1

Oxygen
Oxygen may strongly interfere on voltammetric trace metal measurements. O2 is also
electroactive (see Table 6-1, section 6.3), and gives two reduction waves on Hg electrodes,
corresponding to the reduction of O2 to H2O2 and H2O successively as shown in equations (13)
and (14):
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O2 + 4H+  2 H2O2
(E1/2  -0.1 V)
+
H2O2 + 2H  2 H2O (E1/2  -0.9 V)

(13)
(14)

The reduction of O2 may produce two types of interferences for trace metal analysis:
• the production of a current 4 to 6 orders of magnitude larger than the one produced by the
trace metals of interest;
• a pH increase at the electrode surface due to the consumption of H + during the reduction
of O2.
The first problem is minimized by using SWASV with a relatively high frequency. In fact, during
the trace metal pre-concentration step, O2 is continuously reduced (see equations 13, 14 above)
and thus depleted at the sensor surface. Then, (thanks to the high speed scanning ability of
SWASV), the stripping process can be completed before any significant amount of oxygen can
diffuse back to the electrode surface.
The second problem is not encountered in well buffered aquatic media, such as marine water
where any local pH change is minimized. This has been demonstrated in previous literature using
other systems (Wojciechowski et al. 1985; Tercier et al 1990) and also with the VIPPlus (Tercier et
al 1998). However, for freshwater, with low buffer capacity (< 5x10-3M), reduction of O2, in
particular during the pre-concentration step of SWASV, may lead to an increase of the pH up to
11 at the electrode surface. This favours the formation of hydroxide, carbonate or sulphide
precipitates during the stripping step. Voltammetric peaks, in particular Pb(II) and Cu(II) peaks,
are consequently drastically deformed or even suppressed. Formation/precipitation of metallic
hydroxide is also observed in non-buffered electrolytes solutions such as 0.1M NaNO3 solutions.
Therefore, for trace element measurements, consider the following:
• direct laboratory or in situ SWASV trace element measurements can be performed
without the degassing step in the following 4 media: 1) oxygenated or anoxic marine
water; 2) anoxic freshwater; 3) oxygenated well buffered synthetic solutions and 4)
acidified (pH  4) solutions.
• for laboratory SWASV trace element measurements in oxygenated non-buffered synthetic
solutions or freshwater samples, O2 must be first removed either by purging the sample with N2
or a mixture of N2/CO2 respectively (see Table 9-1 and section 9.2.2);
• for in situ SWASV trace element measurements in oxygenated freshwater, a submersible
on-line oxygen removing system must be connected between the outlet of the VIPPlus
submersible pump and the inlet of the flow-through voltammetric cell. This system is still
under development.
9.2.4 Intermetallic compounds
When SWASV measurements of the four trace metals are performed simultaneously, the copper
and zinc preconcentrated in Mercury during the deposition step may combine to form
intermetallic compounds. During the stripping step, the Cu-Zn intermetallic compound generally
oxidizes at the same potential as pure copper or zinc, depending on the proportion of the
concentration of each in the solution. As a consequence, it overestimates the concentration of one
metal and underestimates the concentration of the other.
It has been shown that simultaneous measurements of copper and zinc can be performed, using
a deposition time up to 10 minutes; when their mobile concentrations are lower than 15nM (Pei
et al, submitted). For higher concentrations, the deposition time should be reduced.



Note: a way to verify whether or not there is formation of Cu-Zn intermetallic
compounds is to perform two replicate SWASV measurements. The first one with a
deposition potential where Zn(II) will not be reduced followed by a second
measurement using a more negative deposition potential so that Zn(II) will also be
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reduced. The Cu(II) peak current should be similar for both when there is no
formation of Cu-Zn intermetallic compound.
The optimal conditions as a function of the concentration of both metals can also be
determined from theoretical equations (for details see (Pei et al, submitted)).
MN(II) MEASUREMENTS.
The peak corresponding to Mn(II) occurs near -1500mV (see Table 6-1). Due to this very negative
peak potential, Mn(II) measurements can be only performed in media were the reduction of the
H+ proton occurs at a potential of -1600mV or a more negative potential (see section 9.2.1-B)).
Deoxygenated natural and synthetic fresh or marine water are appropriate solution types for
performing Mn(II) measurements. In order to maintain or fix the pH of these solutions, a CO 2/N2
gas mixture must be used for the removal of oxygen (see section 9.2.2).
Systematic laboratory Mn(II) measurements in N2/CO2 degassed synthetic and natural freshwater
have been performed using the VIPPlus. A typical SWASV voltammogram is reported on Figure
9-3, showing a very wide Mn(II) peak. The Mn redox system (Mn2+/Mn0) is known to be a quasireversible system. This means that the charge transfer kinetic is not controlled by diffusion.
Hence, the peak shape will give a wider scheme than for a reversible system. In addition, for a
non-reversible system, square wave voltammetry cannot be performed at relatively higher scan
rates (see section 9.3.1-A).
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Figure 9-3: Typical voltammograms of in situ measurements of 4.5µM
Mn(II) at 12m depth in Bret Lake, using a µ-AMMIA A: direct reduction
mode using SWCSV and B: with a pre-concentration step of 5s at -1600mV
using SWASV.
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9.3.1 Square wave parameters
The optimal conditions for square wave Mn(II) measurements (i.e. SWV and SWASV) in synthetic
or natural freshwater are reported in Table 9-2 .
Table 9-2: Optimal conditions for square wave measurements of Mn(II) in different deoxygenated
media: A: synthetic freshwater; B: 0.2 µm filtered natural freshwater.
Medi
um

Met
hod

Step

Tested
conditions

A

B

SW
ASV

Stand-by

Not used

✓

✓

Number of
linked
Measuremen
ts
Cleaning

1

✓

✓

-800mV ; 30s

Deposition

-1600mV; 5s

✓
✓

✓

✓
✓
✓
✓

✓

-1300mV
-800mV; 0s

-1600mV; 30s
Equilibrium
Starting
potential
Final
potential
Pause

SWC
SV

Detection
limit*

Dep. potential;
0s
Dep. potential

Pulse
Amplitude
Pulse Step

25mV

Frequency

5Hz

Standby

Number of
linked
Measuremen
ts
Cleaning
Equilibrium
Starting
potential
Final
potential
Pause
Pulse
Amplitude
Pulse Step
Frequency
* Signal to noise ratio: 2
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1mV

Not used

[Mn(II)]
conc.









0.5µM

1-20 µM

0.1µM

0.1-2µM





✓





✓

✓





✓
✓

✓
✓





✓
✓

✓
✓







1µM

> 1µM

1

-800mV ; 30s
-1300mV; 5s
-1300mV
-1600mV
-800mV; 0s
25mV
1mV
5Hz
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9.3.1.1

Choosing the techniques and parameters
SWV or SWASV: The Mn(II) concentration range should be the determining factor for choosing
between SWV with scanning in the cathodic direction (SWCSV) and SWASV methods (see section
6.3). Mn(II) concentrations higher than 1µM can be easily detected by direct reduction (SWCSV)
without the need for pre-concentrating (deposition step). For Mn(II) concentrations lower than
1µM, the SWASV method should be used to increase the sensitivity.


Note:

when SWV measurements are performed, the deposition step is skipped. The
background signal is thus similar to the stripping signal and two replicate voltammograms are
obtained for each measurement (see section 6.3).
Square wave pulse parameters: The charge transfer reactions for the Mn redox system are slower
than those for the trace metals which are all quite reversible systems (see section 9.2) Thus, the
square wave parameters must be adapted according to the quasi-reversibility of the Mn redox
system. In particular, the scan rate must be chosen so that the characteristic time of the
voltammetric measurements will be small enough compared with the half-life of the electron
transfer. Square wave voltammetry at a 5Hz frequency and 1mV step amplitude (i.e. scan rate =
5mV/s) are good conditions. This scan rate value is similar to the scan rate generally used when
working with differential pulse voltammetry. Therefore, in case of Mn, there is no advantage
linked to a fast scan rate when using square wave techniques (see section 6.3). However, using
square wave instead of differential pulse still has the advantage of a better background noise
subtraction which enhances the resolution and sensibility.
Stand-by: As mentioned in section 6.3, the stand-by potential feature is still being developed. It
should correspond to the potential applied between measurements and/or automated preprogrammed sequenced measurements. In the conditions described here for the Mn(II) analysis,
no stand-by potential was used. This means that the system was left in an open circuit (without
any applied potential) between the measurements.



Note: When Mn(II) measurements are performed in the presence of sulphide (see
"Cleaning" below), a stand-by potential of -800mV should be used (still being developed).

Potential range: The voltage range must be chosen according to the studied species and the
solution type. In synthetic or natural fresh or marine water with pH > 6, no problems with
hydrogen formation are occurring if working at potentials higher than -1600mV. The highest
potential can be fixed at -1300mV which gives a sufficiently wide potential range according to the
Mn(II) peak position (note: as the scan rate for Mn(II) measurements is quite slow, a higher
potential limit would only increase the analysis time). A good potential range for Mn(II)
measurements either using SWASV or SWCSV is thus between -1300 and -1600mV.
Cleaning: the cleaning step consists of applying a potential to the electrode, for a given time
period. The cleaning potential must be adjusted to a value where the analyte is not electroactive.
The cleaning step will help maintain the integrity of the electrode surface by removing any
previously deposited electroactive species. The cleaning potential must be determined primarily
by the redox species present in the test solution. For Mn(II), a potential of -800mV is positive
enough to re-oxidize the Mn-reduced form still remaining on the Mercury layer.



Note: Mn(II) is sometimes measured in anoxic waters where sulphide can be present.
Often sulphides are electroactive at potentials more positive than -700mV. A cleaning
step at -800mV would also prevent sulphides reactions at the working electrode.

This potential must be applied long enough to prevent any memory effects coming from previous
measurements. A 30s cleaning time has been found to be efficient.
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Deposition (SWASV): for SWASV, a linear relationship between the peak current and the
deposition time should be observed. The deposition time should be chosen upon the samples
concentration range expected: 5s for Mn(II) concentrations in the range 2-20 µM and 30s for
Mn(II) concentrations in the range 2µM down to 0.1µM. As Mn(II) does not make good
amalgams with Mercury, its detection limit can not be improved by increasing the deposition
time higher than 30s. The deposition potential should be fixed at a reducing potential for the
metal studied. It should not be too negative to prevent H+ proton reduction yielding to hydrogen
formation (see section 11). For Mn(II) the deposition potential should be of -1600 mV.
9.3.2 Calibration
Calibration curves for Mn(II) can be performed in synthetic, natural fresh or marine water only.
These solutions must be in the 6-9 pH range to avoid hydrogen formation caused by the H+ proton
reduction. The pH can be controlled by bubbling a CO2/N2 gas mixture (see section 9.2.2). Typical
values of calibration slopes obtained with working electrodes and both techniques are given in
Table 9-3.
Table 9-3: Averaged values of calibration slopes for Mn(II) obtained with both sensors
using different techniques in different media with different deposition times and a new
Mercury layer between each calibration.

Averaged calibration slopes (pA/nM min)
SWV
SWASV
SWASV
(t. dep.:
(t. dep.:
5s)
10s)
---

---

5300±290
6

6.6 to 7
---

---

8.8 to 9.3

17.5±1.2
30.6±1.6
6
8
N: number of individual calibration slope
9.4

rHg (µm)

TESTING THE GEL-INTEGRATED WORKING ELECTRODE
Stability and reliability of working electrode can be tested by recording SWASV voltammograms,
using the same Hg layer. Measurements can be performed during extended time periods in N2
degassed 0.1M Suprapur NaNO3 solutions spiked with Pb(II) and Cd(II) in concentrations of 2 to
5nM. Measurements are typically performed as follows:
• A) Daily, for 5 to 7 hours using a measurement time interval of 15 to 30min
or
• B) Over an extended period (typically 2 to 4 days), using a measurement time interval
of 30 to 60min over a period of 4 to 7 hours each day.
The working electrode must be left in an open circuit (i.e. standby E = 0) between each measurements
for A) and B) and also during the night for B). For case B), the Hg-plated working electrode has to be
stored in well N2 degassed 0.1M Suprapur NaNO3 solution during the night.



Note: It has been demonstrated that the standard deviation of the averaged peak
currents for each metal should not exceed 5% for tests A) and 10% for tests B)
performed over 4 days (Tercier et al., 1995, 1998).
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9.5

MEASURING COLLECTED SAMPLES
Voltammetric measurements of collected unacidified and acidified (pH 2) natural water samples
can be performed in the laboratory for trace metals. This allows the comparison of concentrations
of labile and free metal ions (from in the un-acidified sample) with the amount of metal adsorbed
onto the particles released by acidifying the sample to pH 2.
Voltammetric measurements can be also performed on acidified natural samples obtained after
separation using different techniques such as ultrafiltration, ultracentrifugation, filtration or
centrifugation. This allows the study of the speciation of different trace metals (i.e. Cu(II), Pb(II),
Cd(II) and Zn(II)) in a given natural aquatic system (see section 3).
If oxygen removal is required for un-acidified samples (see section 9.2.3 A)), it must be done by degassing
with a gas mixture of N2/CO2 in order to maintain the pH at the values of the natural water samples.



Note: To get reliable concentrations of labile and free metal ions, measurements in
un-acidified samples must be performed immediately after sampling (max. 30min),
to avoid too much perturbation of the samples.



Note: To get reliable total metal concentrations in acidified samples, measurements
must be performed after complete desorption of the target elements. Desorption time
is function of the target elements and of the nature of the media. It can be determined
for each element in a given aquatic media by measuring the voltammetric peak
currents, after acidification of the sample, as a function of time until a plateau is
reached for each element. Desorption time as long as two days have been found in
river water samples (Tercier et al , 1995 ; Pei et al , submitted). In such case, the
acidified samples were stored two days at 4°C before measurements of trace metal
total concentrations.
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PART III: WORKING WITH THE VIPPLUS
IN SITU MEASUREMENTS WITH THE VIPPLUS
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IN SITU MEASUREMENTS
Once reliability and proper functioning of the VIPPlus has been verified by laboratory tests (see
section 9), in situ applications can then be performed.

10.1

CALIBRATION
Ideally, even if the electrode has a very good reliability and reproducibility, the system should be
calibrated (at least for one element) the day before and after the in situ deployment (see section
9.2.2). This is to ensure that the electrode sensibility has not changed during the in situ
measurements and manipulations.



Note: Ideally, the calibrations should be performed in the same medium (filtered and
UV irradiated) as the one where the in situ measurements are performed (see section
9.2.2). The working conditions must be the same for calibrations as for in situ
measurements. For example, a deposition time of 5min can be needed for some
samples and 15min for some others. The calibration curves used for concentration
determination should be then performed using both deposition times. Otherwise,
the correct influence of the deposition time should be tested. This can be done by
performing at least three replicate measurements using deposition times in the range
5 to 15min in one of the standards used for the calibration.

Two options can be considered:
A)
The same Mercury layer can be used for measurements over a few days (3 to 5 days)
providing that all the following steps are respected:
• after the Mercury layer deposition, SWV or SWASV measurements should be
performed for at least 4 hours (e.g. complete laboratory or on board calibrations of
the system) to ensure optimal stability of the Mercury layer;
• the working electrode should be stored in well N2 degassed 0.1M Suprapur NaNO3
solution between measurements (Note: at the end of each measurement cycle, the
cell should be thoroughly rinsed with ultrapure water and with N2 degassed 0.1M
Suprapur NaNO3 solution to avoid contamination of the cell and of the fluidic system);
• the working electrode should not be left in open circuit approximately more than
20 hours between measurements;
• daily measurements should be performed for at least 5 to 7 hours;
• each time the working electrode has to be disconnected for few hours, two
standards should be measured to test the proper functioning of the working
electrode before the deployment;
• if deployments are performed for a few days consecutively, two standards should
be measured before and after deployment.
B)
A new Mercury layer is prepared each day. In this case, the system is calibrated the day
before the in situ measurements. Then, a new Mercury layer is prepared each day and
two standards are measured before and after each deployment to compare with the
complete calibration curves.
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Note: in both cases, when a deviation higher than 10% is observed between the
standards, either a new Mercury layer should be prepared (option A) or a new gelintegrated working electrode should be prepared (option A) or B) ; see section 7.4.3
for details of the gel-integrated working electrode preparation).

TEMPERATURE CORRECTION
Variations of temperature from 4 to 25°C are often encountered in the water column of the aquatic
systems. The influence of this parameter on the current intensity should be therefore well
established for all the substances investigated. In this temperature range, changes in the Mercury
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drop geometry can be neglected, but the effect of temperature on diffusion and charge transfer
kinetic may be important. For irreversible and quasi-reversible systems, charge transfer kinetic
becomes the limiting factor. However, for both reversible and irreversible systems, the temperature
dependence of the current follows Arrhenius behaviour (equation 15) :

 -G * 
i  io exp 

 RT 

(15)

but with G* values largely different in the two cases. A linear relationship is then obtained for
the expression of ln(i) as a function of 1/T (Belmont-Hébert et al.,1998).
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Note: To allow proper correction of the temperature effect on in situ measurements,
the influence of the temperature (typically in the range 4 to 25°C) on the signal of a
given substance under specific measuring conditions, should be determined in
laboratory (for example see Belmont-Hébert et al. 1998; Tercier-Waeber et al. 1998).

SET-UP OF THE VIPPLUS BEFORE DEPLOYMENT
After the Mercury layer deposition (see section 8.1.2), calibration of the VIPPlus and cleaning of
the cell (see section 9.2.2 and 10.1), the following steps must be followed to prepare the VIPPlus
for deployment:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Using the “download method command” of the Windows VIPPlus management software,
download the measuring method to the VIPPlus.
Close the communication in the Windows VIPPlus management software and the VIPPlus
turns OFF.
Close the input and output tubes of the voltammetric cell using a tubing clamp to ensure that
the electrolyte solution in the cell cannot flow out (see section 7.5).
Disconnect the flow-through-cell-input Teflon tube from the output of the pump.
Disconnect the pump-input sampling tube from the solution container.
Control that the flow-through voltammetric cell is well mounted onto the pressure case base.
Connect the submersible pump (VIPPlus with lateral pump and battery).
Recharge the battery pack and connect it to the VIPPlus top cover.
Disconnect the surface deck unit if present (see section 1.4).
Hold the VIPPlus in horizontal position.
Connect the OCEAN SEVEN 316Plus if present.
Connect the polyethylene tube between the output of the pump and the input of the
voltammetric cell.
Connect the input sampling tube of the submersible pump to a filter support containing a
membrane with large pore size (typically 90 m) which must be used to avoid penetration of
big suspended material in the fluidic system during in situ measurements.
Protect the connectors of the VIPPlus upper flange (and of the OS316Plus multi-parameter if
used) with the appropriate protective plugs during the transportation of the system.
When ready to deploy, open (or remove) the clamps from the input and output tubes of the
flow-through cell.
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Note: when an OS316Plus multi-parameter probe is used, it should be also

calibrated
in laboratory before deployment. To do this, follow the instructions given in the
OS316Plus multi-parameter probe Operator's Manual.

DEPLOYMENT OF THE VIPPLUS
The following steps must be followed to deploy the submersible VIPPlus:
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• Connect the surface deck unit if present (and the Ocean Seven multi-parameter probe when
used) to the VIPPlus.
• Start up the system using the Windows VIPPlus management software.
• Control that the proper measurement method is configured.
• Measure two standards to verify the proper functioning of the working electrode (see section
10.1)
• If a multi-parameter probe is used, using the verbose mode, set up the OS316Plus probe.
• Deploy the VIPPlus at the depth chosen either using a manual or a motorized winch system.
The exact depth of the VIPPlus can be controlled using the optional depth transducer the
VIPPlus management software and the DEPTH Monitoring function. In alternative it is
possible to use the Ocean Seven 316Plus probe monitoring function available under the
Windows VIPPlus Management software.
During in situ measurements, the VIPPlus can be operated by the user from the surface or
automatically using a pre-programmed cycle. To run a pre-programmed cycle, set it up using the
setup monitoring parameters and then sending the “Start Monitoring” command using the
VIPPlus Windows Management programme. (This function can be activated only if the external
battery pack is connected to the VIPPlus).
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PART IV : ANNEXES

Copyright @ 1982 – 2015 Idronaut S.r.l. All rights reserved.
OCEAN SEVEN and Idronaut are registered trademarks of Idronaut S.r.l.
Other products and services mentioned in this document are identified by the trademarks or service marks of their respective companies or organizations. No
part of this publication, or any software included with it, may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system, or transmitted in any form or by any means, including
photocopying, electronic, mechanical, recording or otherwise, without the prior written permission of the copyright holder. Idronaut S.r.l. provides this document
as is without warranty of any kind either expressed or implied including, but not limited to, the implied warranties of merchantability and fitness for a particular
purpose. Idronaut S.r.l. may make changes of improvements in the equipment, software, firmware, or specifications described in this document at any time and
without notice. These changes may be incorporated in new releases of this document. This document may contain technical inaccuracies or typographical errors.
Idronaut S.r.l. waives responsibility of any labour, materials, or costs incurred by any person or party as a result of using this document. Idronaut S.r.l. shall not
be liable for any damages (including, but not limited to, consequential, indirect or incidental, special damages, or loss of profits or data) even if they were
foreseeable and Idronaut S.r.l. has been informed of their potential occurrence arising out of or in connection with this document or its use.
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ITERM – WINDOWS TERMINAL EMULATION PROGRAMME
The aim of the ITERM programme is to provide a simple and reliable tool that IDRONAUT
customers can freely use to communicate with their products, like the OCEAN SEVEN probes
and VIPPlus. ITERM does not need any special installation procedure and, if needed - due to its
small dimensions it can be used from a floppy disk too.

11.1

DISTRIBUTED FILES
ITERM can be freely uploaded from the IDRONAUT web site download area in a self-extracting
package which contains the following files:
ITERM.EXE
Iterm.rtf
Iterm.ini

11.2

Terminal emulation and probe upgrading programme.
ITERM programme documentation (Read Only).
ITERM programme initialization and set-up file.

INSTALLATION
Before running the programme, please create a new folder and name it as you like. Then, copy
the ITERM.EXE, ITERM.INI and the ITERM.RTF programme in that new folder. A shortcut on
the desktop can be created using the Windows operating system resources. If the ITERM files are
moved from a CD-ROM or Read Only media support, please change the property of the
ITERM.INI file to R/W before running the first time ITERM.

11.3

PROGRAMME MENUS AND FUNCTIONS
The ITERM Main Menu has the following items: File, Port, Probe, Transfer, Help. A short
description of any menu and functions follows.

File->Exit
Exit from the programme closing the communication port and any open files.
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Edit->CopySelectionToClipBoard
This function copies the selected text to the Windows Operating system clipboard buffer.
Edit->CaptureToFile
This function captures the characters received and sent thought the serial port to a text file.
The operator can select the file name and folder. Invoking this function, once ITERM is
capturing, the character stops capturing and returns to the standard operations.
Port->Set parameters
This function allows the operator to set and define the communication port parameters.
Default values for the VIPPlus are: 9600bps, 8bit data, 1stop bit, No parity, Hardware handchecking (CTS/RTS, DTR/DSR).

Port->Close
Closes the open communication port.
Probe->Identify
This function is not available on the VIPPlus. Do not use this function with the VIPPlus.
Probe->Upgrade
This function is not available on the VIPPlus. Do not use this function with the VIPPlus.
Probe->Set Time
This function is not available on the VIPPlus. Do not use this function with the VIPPlus
Aspect->Font
This function allows the operator to decide the type of font to use to show messages on the
terminal window.
Aspect->Colour
This function allows the operator to select the foreground and background colours among a
list of possible choices.
Transfer->SendTextFile
Allows the operator to transfer a text file to the PROBE connected through the serial port.
Help->Contents
Shows this help file.
Help->About
Shows notice about ITERM programme release.
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11.4

TOOLBAR
On the programme toolbar, there are the shortcuts to the programme functions.

Disconnect the communication port, freeing the port for other programs or allowing the
communication port parameters modifications.
This function is not available on the VIPPlus. Do not use this function with the VIPPlus.

This function is not available on the VIPPlus. Do not use this function with the VIPPlus.

This function is not available on the VIPPlus. Do not use this function with the VIPPlus.

Access the communication port parameters setup.
Capture transmission from the connected probe and keyboard typing storing them in the
selected text file. A red cross appears on the icon when running. Pressing once the red
cross is shown stop the capture closing the text file.
11.5

START-UP SWITCHES
It is possible to customize the programme at the start-up by adding the following switches to the
programme properties:
-px
- b bps

IDRONAUT

Where x represents the communication port number 1..8
Where bps represents the communication speed and can be 1200, 2400, 4800,
9600, 19200, 38400, 57600, 115200.
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TROUBLESHOOTING
Symptom

Possible cause

Corrective Action

High background noise (>
50pA for trace metals)

Noise coming from
the AC main power
source
Noise coming from a
PC power supply

Switch to battery power
source

Formation of H2 on the
electrode surface

Select a less negative final
(SWCSV) or starting
(SWASV) potential
Remove and replace the
Hg layer
Select a less positive
cleaning
and
final
(SWASV) potential
Remove and replace the
Hg layer or replace the
working electrode
Perform systematic tests
in presence of sulphide to
find
the
optimal
conditions

Degradation
of
measured signal

the

Oxidation of the Hg
layer

Measurements
in
media
containing
sulphide

Irreproducibility
measurements

of

Chloride
contamination from
the reference (peak
observed at E  -200
mV on both the
stripping
voltammogram and
background
voltammogram)

Change
reference
Electrode.
Thoroughly rinse the
fluidic system with the
test solution and control
that the chloride peak
remains absent
If problems are recurrent,
contact IDRONAUT.

Bad Hg deposition

Remove and replace the
Hg layer
Replace the mercuric
deposition solution
Replace the working
electrode
Change the reference
electrode

Bad sensor
Resistivity
of
reference
>100kOhms
Contaminations

Organic fouling

IDRONAUT

Work with the PC in the
battery mode

VIPPlus

the
is

Perform
a
complete
washing procedure (see
section 9.2.2)
In principle, the organic
fouling
problem
is
minimized by the agarose
gel
membrane.
Systematic tests should
be performed if working
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Symptom

Possible cause

Corrective Action
in more
media

Strange shaped peaks

complicated

Gel equilibration time
not respected

Be sure that the agarose
membrane is equilibrated
before measuring

Formation
intermetallic
compounds

see section 9.2.4

of

Complexing agents in
the test solution

When working in
oxygenated solutions:
formation
of
hydroxide, carbonate
or
sulphide
precipitates at the
surface

Control the solution
contents and perform a
complete
washing
procedure (see section
9.2.2)
Work in a more buffered
solution
Degas the test solution

Organic fouling

In principle, the organic
fouling
problem
is
minimized by the agarose
gel
membrane.
Systematic tests should
be performed if working
in more complicated
media

Shifts of peak potential

Drift of the reference
potential
Complexing agents in
the test solution

Change the reference
electrode.
Control the solution
contents and perform a
complete
washing
procedure (see section
9.2.2)

No signal

working
unplugged
reference
unplugged

Plug
the
working
electrode
Plug the reference and
test the system. If
problems are occurring,
remove and replace the
Hg layer
Replace the electrodes

sensor
electrode

Bad sensor
The Hg Reoxidation charge
does not correspond to the
Deposition charge

IDRONAUT

Hg film oxidation
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and
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Symptom

Possible cause

Corrective Action

Bad Hg deposition

Remove and replace the
Hg layer replace the
working electrode
Remove and replace the
Hg layer
Replace the mercuric
deposition solution or
replace the
working
electrode

Unwanted peaks

Contaminations

Perform
a
complete
washing procedure (see
section 9.2.2)

Unwanted wide peak near
-1000 mV on both stripping
and
background
voltammograms

Peroxide
reduction
coming from oxygen
reduction

Degas the solution

Unwanted wide peak near
-100 mV on both stripping
and
background
voltammograms

Oxygen reduction

Degas the solution

Unwanted peak near -200
mV on both stripping and
background
voltammograms

Chloride
contamination
the reference

Change the
electrode.

IDRONAUT
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VIPPLUS SUBMERSIBLE BATTERY PACK
The submersible rechargeable battery pack of the VIPPlus is an high resistant plastic submersible
housing in which are installed 12 NiMH 1.2VDC cells to provide 14.4VDC 4.5Ah. The battery
pack comes complete with a plastic flange (to hold the battery pack with the VIPPlus) and with
an international battery charger.
Electrical specifications:
Voltage
Capacity
Cells
Charger

14.4 VDC (nominal voltage).
4.5 A/h.
12 cells – 1.2VDC NiMH type HR-4/3FAU
international battery charger.

INSTRUCTIONS ON HOW TO RECHARGE THE BATTERY PACK
➢

Disconnect the battery pack from the VIPPlus.

➢

Dry the external battery pack housing and lay it down on a table.

➢

Loose the six closing screws on the top cover with the
hexagonal wrench included in the VIPPlus accessories.

➢

Pull the screws completely out and carefully and gently move
out the cover avoiding to pull the battery wires.

➢

Dry any trace of water in proximity of the external side of the
o-ring.

➢

Disconnect the battery pack from the top cover wiring.

➢

Connect the battery charger to the white connector of the
battery pack.

➢

Follow the “Battery Charger” instructions included in the
accessories.

Connecting the battery pack, the charger immediately checks the
nominal voltage thus selecting the most appropriate action to carry
out as:

Note
➢

•

if the battery voltage is lower than 1.2 V x cell, the charger
carries out the standard charging procedure supplying a
moderate current for 30minutes. Whenever the battery
reaches the nominal voltage, the charger automatically
starts the quick-charging procedure.

•

If the battery voltage is higher than 14.4V, the charger
carries out the quick-charging procedure.

At the end of the quick-charging procedure, the charger undertakes a low-current equilibration charging
procedure which lasts 30 minutes. This procedure is also called trickily-charging procedure. The aim of
this procedure is to keep the battery cells in good conditions thus compensating for the auto-discharge
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➢

At the end of the charging disconnect the battery charger
from the battery pack.

➢

Connect the battery pack white male connector to the top
cover white female connector.

➢

Check the correct position of the o-ring and close the
battery pack again with the six screws.

➢

Gradually tighten the screws alternating one screw with
another. DO NOT TIGHTEN EXCESSIVELY.

➢

It is enough that you tighten a quarter of a turn of the
screw at the end of stroke of the screw thread.

Precautions
✓ Do not charge warm/hot batteries.
✓ Do not charge batteries if the air temperature is higher than +35°C.
✓ Do not charge lead batteries.
✓ Do not charge non-rechargeable batteries like: Alkaline, Mercury and Lithium,
THEY MAY EXPLODE.

Figure - Battery pack characteristics
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PUMP HOUSING SUBMERSIBLE BATTERY PACK
The single/double submersible housing hold internally a rechargeable battery pack that it is used
by the pump and by the VIPPlus. The battery pack can be easily recharged by using the special
recharging cable and the associated AC/DC battery charger.
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Electrical specifications:
Voltage
Capacity
Cells
Charger

14.4 VDC (nominal voltage).
4.5 A/h.
12 cells – 1.2VDC NiMH type HR-4/3FAU
international battery charger.

INSTRUCTIONS ON HOW TO RECHARGE THE BATTERY PACK
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

Disconnect the pump from the VIPPlus.
Connect the special battery charger cable to the pump module connector
Wait until the charged indicates that the battery is fully re-charged.
Remove the special cable.
Connect the ViPPlus to the PC and run the ITERM program.
Wake-up the ViPPlus and then connect the pump to the ViPPlus.
The system is ready to operate or prepared for the deployment.
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VIPPLUS SPARE PARTS

15.1

VARIOUS FITTINGS, TUBES
The below list of parts can be purchased from www.upchurch.com.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

15.2

P-303 Flangeless male nut Delrin®, ¼-28 Flat-Bottom, for 1/8" OD White
P-303x Flangeless male nut PEEK®, ¼ -28 Flat-Bottom, for 1/8” OD
P300NX Flangeless ferrule – Delrin®, ¼ -28 Flat-Bottom, for 1/8” OD Natural
XP-303 Flangeless fitting Delrin®, White, ¼-24 Flat-Bottom for 1/8” OD
P-200X Flangeless ferrule Tefzel® (ETFE), ¼ -28 Flag-Bottom for 1/16” OD – Blue
P-203 Flangeless Male Nut Delrin®, ¼ - 28 Flat Bottom, for 1/16” OD, White
1520 – Dupont® FEP Tubing natural 1/16” OD x 0.030” ID x 20ft
SC0041T – Tygon®LMT-55 Extension tubing, 10m, Wall thickness = ~0.86 mm
P-623 Standard union Tefzel® (ETFE) 1/4 -28
P-309 Plug Delrin®, 1/4 -28 Flat-Bottom
P-757 Peristaltic tubing adapter, to bridge between Rigid-walled tubing and soft-wallet tubing
Peristaltic pump tubing; ID = 1.85 mm; wall: 0.86 mm; colour green/green; ref. 070535-201
P-513 Y style assembly PEEK® ¼ 28 0.040 in
CV-3330 Check Valve Inline non-metallic ¼ - 28
O-RINGS
Flow-through cell
Water tight housing
Top & Bottom flange
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